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Abstract
Hamad, Aamir Hamed. Ph.D., Engineering Ph.D. Program, Wright State University 2020. Additive Manufacturing Techniques to Enhance the Performance of Electronics Created on Flexible and
Rigid Substrates.

Different additive manufacturing (AM) methods including fused deposition modeling
(FDM) and piezoelectrical drop on demand (DOD) inkjet printing have been used in printed
electronics for easy production, easy integration, better performance, and low cost. These
methods have been used in producing everyday smart printed electronics such as conformal antennas (planner and non-planar antennas), sensors, actuators, and solar cells created
on flexible and rigid substrates. The performance of printed electronics strongly depends
on printing techniques and printing resolution that enhance their electrical and mechanical properties. In this dissertation, 3D and surface printing techniques were used to enhance the performance of printed electronics devices fabricated on rigid and flexible substrates. First, fused deposition modeling (FDM) technique was used to study the effect
of 3D printed heterogeneous substrates on radio frequency response of microstrip patch
antennas. Microstrip patch antennas created on acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) substrates that were designed by 3D CAD design software (SOLIDWORKS) with dimension
50mm × 50mm × 5mm and fabricated with different machine infill densities 25%, 50%,
and 75% using FDM 3D printer. Then, 3D X-ray microscope was used to measure the
actual volume fraction and construct equivalent simulations for series and parallel equivalent dielectrics constant. The patch antennas were tested for resonant frequency using
a vector network analyzer (VNA) combined with ANSYS-HFSS simulation that was developed based on the permittivity anisotropy in 3D printed heterogeneous substrates to
estimate the bulk permittivity of ABS material and study the effect of varying the dielectric
constant in lateral and thickness direction. Also, microstrip patch antenna with dimension
30mm × 25mm, was modeled on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate with the same
dimension of ABS substrate and analyzed for resonant frequency using Ansoft HFSS and
iii

COMSOL Multiphysics software. Then, COMSOL Multi-physics software was used to
study the behavior of the microstrip patch antenna under different values of compression
and bending loads to check the feasibility of using the microstrip patch antenna as a passive sensor to detect the strain in the structure wirelessly. Second, piezoelectrical drop on
demand (DOD) inkjet printing was used to print uniform and even high conductive nanosilver ink on rigid and flexible substrates. For surface printing, Jetlab R 4xl was used to print
lines of high conductive nanosilver ink (UTDAg) on semicrystalline polyether ether ketone
(PEEK) substrate using fly mode printing with burst. Then, optimal bipolar waveform was
generated at proper jetting parameters to generate ideal droplet in term of velocity, size,
and uniformity. The ideal droplet was ejected at different drop spacing and stage velocity
to print uniform and even lines. Physical and adhesion characteristics of the printed lines
were performed by optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, surface profilometry, and soak tests. Also, the effect of high stage velocity printing on the spread behavior
of ejected droplet with different droplet spacing on Kapton substrate was studied by printing lines using two bipolar waveforms. The resistance of printed lines were measured at
different curing temperature. Finally, the effect of driving waveforms at different jetting
parameters on the size and velocity of generated droplet was investigated using smartink
(nanosilver ink) produced by Genes’Ink. A new method was developed to measure the size
of the generated droplet and recognize weather the droplet has a spherical or an elliptical shape by using Python programming and the result compared with Aphelion imaging
software. Finally, lines printed at three waveform voltages on PEEK and glass substrates.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Motivation

The printed electronics field was mainly inspired by the possibility to fabricate smart devices on flexible and rigid substrates using additive manufacturing approaches. Furthermore, the market analysts anticipate the printed electronics market to reach $73 billion
in 2025 [1]. Today, additive manufacturing approaches including fused deposition modeling (FDM) and inkjet printing (IJP) technology are promising additive manufacturing
approaches in the electronic industry due to ease of fabrication, integration, low cost, light
weight, fast prototyping, uniform and even printing. To date, printed electronics including
microstrip patch antennas, sensors, actuators, solar cells, and wearable devices that are used
in many applications such as aerospace, media, biomedical, transit and wireless communications demand good structure properties and fine resolution to enhance their mechanical
and electrical performance. The conventional methods to design microstrip patch antennas
mounted on homogenous substrates with specific properties didn’t provide an extra degree
of freedom for engineers to create electronic devices such as antennas and sensors with better performance. Although, extensive work were done to modify the substrate by drilling
holes [2],[3], but the electromagnetic (EM) benefits obtained still insufficient. Therefore,
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using FDM method to build a heterogeneous substrate from one single material became
necessary. Limited published researches were found in this area especially using a numerical approach. The experimental work performed by Ahsan Mian et al to analyze the
response of microstrip patch antenna carried on ABS heterogeneous substrate encouraged
us to use finite element analysis (ANSYS-HFSS) to estimate the bulk dielectric constant
of ABS and equivalent dielectric properties in planar and thickness directions and compare
it with the experimental result. Using cabled sensors with power supply such as optical strain gauge, fiber optic distributed strain, and surface mounted strain sensor become
costly and needs long-term maintenance. Therefore, microstrip patch antenna can serve
as a sensor to monitor the structural health wirelessly in different fields such as civil structure, aerospace and marine [4]. Integrated flexible antennas (IFAs) and sensors subjected to
severe mechanical environment could be monitored wirelessly to control and measure the
strain occurring in the structure [5]. Although, several experimental works have been done
on different types of antennas to evaluate their strain sensing capabilities, there are lack of
EM numerical approaches because most electromagnetic software’s such as HFSS, FEKO,
Microwave Studio have no ability to analyze the mechanical and electromagnetic behavior
of the antenna at the same time. Further complications arise from the deformed geometry
being saved as one part after completing the study of the mechanical behavior. Therefore, COMSOL Multiphysics was used to design and analyze the microstrip antenna under
compression and bending load. Then, EM waves and frequency domain were used to simulate the deformed microstrip patch antenna at different strain levels in order to calculate
the shifting of resonant frequency and return loss (S11). To date, many devices are successfully fabricated on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), polyimide (PI) and Polyvinylidene
fluoride or polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) substrates using drop on demand printer as
inkjet based additive manufacturing for applications in sensors, microstrip patch antennas,
wearable devices, and solar cells. However, inkjet printing of devices on another commonly
used substrate in integrated electronic has not been demonstrated. This is encouraging to
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focus our attention to investigate the feasibility of inkjet printing of Ag nanosilver ink on
semicrystalline Polyether ether ketone (PEEK) substrate at different printing parameters
and specified jetting device to print uniform and even conductive lines and check the compatibility of UTDAg nanosilver ink with PEEK substrate to use it as a suitable platform for
electronic components. Also, no previous work shows the effect of high stage velocity and
drop spacing on the spread behavior of printed drop of UTDAg nanosilver ink on Kapton
substrate. Therefore, we studied those parameters to print uniform and stable lines on this
flexible substrate using drop on demand inkjet printer. Finally, there is no previous study
shows the effect of driving waveform voltage on the size and volume of generated droplet
of smartink (nanosilver ink) produced by Genes’Ink company. Therefore, we developed
Python program to measure the size and the velocity of generated droplet to increase the
performance of inkjet printing. In this chapter, additive manufacturing (AM) technique
including Fused deposition modeling (FDM) and inkjet printing technology are concisely
explained. Fabricating electronics such as microstrip patch antennas and sensors mounted
on flexible and rigid substrate, and electromagnetic simulations are discussed. Finally,
purpose objective and organization of dissertation are organized.

1.2

Additive Manufacturing Technology

Additive manufacturing (AM) is a process of building a solid object by adding material
layers on top of each other’s using different technologies.Today, printed electronics is defined as an all inclusive term of additive manufacturing methods used to print electronic
devices including sensors, antenna, solar cell, lightning and wireless devices on flexible
and rigid substrates. Figure 1.1 shows different categories of additive manufacturing (AM)
technologies that are used today to create complex structures at great resolution [6]. In this
dissertation we will focus on fused deposition modeling (FDM) and Inkjet printing technology as an additive manufacturing methods to improve the performance of electronics
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devices mounted on flexible and rigid substrate.

Figure 1.1: Additive manufacturing technologies [6].

1.2.1

Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)

Fused deposition modeling is an additive manufacturing (AM) technique for building complex structures and geometries by adding many layers that combine at room temperature to
build a solid or flexible object as shown in Figure 1.2. Also, it is the process of bonding materials to make product from three dimensional 3D model data [7]. Thermoplastic polymer
is heated up to a semi-liquid state from a continues filament is utilized to 3D print structure
layer by layer until the entire structure is manufactured [8]. The interest in additive manufacturing technology has increased in last ten years as shown in Figure 1.3, because the
need for optimizing the structure and reducing the cost. All 3D printers conjointly use 3D
CAD software package that measures thousands of cross sections of every product to work
out precisely however each layer is to be created [9]. The 3D machine dispenses a skinny
layer of melting polymer material such as acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), polylactide (PLA) and Polyether ether ketone (PEEK) through the head to 3D print a cross section
of a product and the process repeated until the product is completed. To date, additive
4

Figure 1.2: Fused deposition modeling technique [8].

manufacturing technology has been widely used in different applications including wireless communications, media, biomedical, and aerospace. For example, fused deposition
modeling (FDM) technology provides an advantage by controlling the dielectric properties of ABS heterogeneous substrate of microstrip patch antenna. Microstrip antennas and
arrays require one or more layers of dielectric substrates to obtain proper functionalities,
such as, resonant frequency, bandwidth, gain, pattern, polarization, beam scanning, and so
on.

1.2.2

Inkjet Printing Technology

Inkjet printing technique, in which different types of inks are deposited and patterned
through micrometer jetting devices (nozzles) toward the substrate [1]. The benefit of this
technology is to quickly create structures like patterns, lines, contacts and dots with very
small dimensions [10]. Inkjet printers can be classified into two types: drop on demand
(DOD) and continuous inkjet printer (CIJ). Today, common inkjet printers depend on the
drop generation process that called drop on demand (DOD) [11]. Inkjet printing can be
classified into two main categories: continuous (CIJ) and drop on demand (DOD) inkjet
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Figure 1.3: Number of published papers in additive manufacturing technology [7].

printer as shown in Figure 1.4. In this dissertation we will focus more on drop on demand
(DOD) inkjet printing that can be divided into thermal, electromagnetic and piezoelectric.

1.2.2.1

Continuous Inkjet Printing (CIJ)

Savart in 1833 noticed the phenomena to generate a stream of drops flowing from the
micrometric nozzle whose mathematical model was later described by Rayleigh [12], [13].
In CIJ, the fluid is directed from a reservoir to the jetting device by using high pressure
pump to create continuous stream of drops as shown in Figure 1.5.

1.2.2.2

Drop on Demand Printing (DOD)

Drop on demand printing or direct inkjet printing is a novel technique of microdispensing technology which made a huge revolution in printed integrated wireless electronics
industry, especially when variety of platforms are used and high conductive nanoinks are
formulated. This type of additive manufacturing (AM) deals with liquid phase material by
6

Figure 1.4: Inkjet printing techniques.

Figure 1.5: Continuous inkjet printer (CIJ) [13].
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drop on demand (DOD) several kinds of liquids or conductive nanoparticle inks on different types of substrates. Drop on demand inkjet printer, is used widely in many applications,
including integrated electronic components such as sensors, antennas [14], solar cells [15].
In this technology, compatibility of the nanoparticle ink and the substrate is a big challenge
especially when a poor adhesive substrate is used. Additionally, controlling the behavior of
the droplet is substantial to get uniform printed patterns. in this mode of printing the waveform that generate the droplet from the nozzle can be derived thermally, piezoelectrically,
and electrostatically [11].

1.2.2.2.1

Piezoelectrical Mode

Piezoelectric inkjet printing is an efficient technique for non -contact printing of microdroplet of variety of liquids onto a substrate. Piezoelectric system, Figure 1.6a is consisting
of charge coupled device (CCD) camera placed in horizontal with the nozzle tip and lightemitting diode (LED light) to measure the droplet velocity and visualize the droplet generation from the nozzle. Also, two digital pulses are required to measure the velocity of
the droplet as shown in Figures 1.6b and 1.6c. First pulse is utilized as trigger signal to
create the waveform and the second is used to control the LED light which is synchronized
with the jetting signal. The delay time in the second pulse makes the droplet frozen in the
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Figure 1.6: (a) Piezoelectric system (b and c) First and second digital pulses [16].
image to measure its velocity. The waveform voltage can be created in different shape like
bipolar or unipolar by adjusting several input jetting parameters. The applied pulse voltage
deforms the shape of piezoelectric actuator to generate an acoustic pressure on the inner
glass tube to generate and eject the droplet [17],[18],[19],[20] as shown in Figures 1.7a
and 1.7b. Therefore, the shape of waveform control the quality of generated droplet. Also,
for uniform and even printing, other factors should be considered such as, drop spacing,
smoothness of substrate and stage velocity.
1.2.2.2.2

Thermal Mode

Thermal DOD inkjet printer uses thermal energy by heating up the ink and growing
a bubble. In this type of inkjet printing, the waveform that generate the droplet is created
thermally. A vapor bubble is formed on the surface of a heated plate (heating resistor) inside
the nozzle and increases the pressure inside the nozzle to push the generated droplet through
the orffice as shown in Figure 1.8 [21], [22]. The generated droplet acquires its velocity
and momentum from the acceleration of jetted ink out of the nozzle. The inks utilized in
thermal inkjet printer must have evaporative components to generate vapor bubbles and a
low boiling point is required to form the vapor pocket [12].
9

Figure 1.7: (a) Generated drop in Piezoelectric mode (b) Inkjet printing nozzle [11].

Figure 1.8: Thermal inkjet printer [13].
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1.2.2.2.3

Electromagnetic Mode

Also called a valve jet technology, in this type of printer a plunger assembly having a
chamber with a nozzle sealed by a component on one end and magnetic core on the other
[12]. When the drop is required, the plunger moves when the solenoid is employed to open
the valve to pressurize the ink.

1.2.2.3

Ink Properties

In inkjet printing technology, two types of inks are commonly used: water based inks, in
which water represents the main component of the ink and solvent based inks, different
organic solvents compose the ink. The properties of jetted ink is required to be known such
as viscosity, density, contact angle, and surface tension. These properties affect the inkjet
performance. Therefore, all inkjet inks to be jetted by piezoelectric printer should have
viscosity 0.5-40cp (Newtonian) and surface tension 20-70 dy/cm [23].

1.2.2.3.1

Viscosity Effect

Viscosity is one of the most important ink property and plays a big role in generating
a stable droplet by removing the residual drop oscillation when the jetted ink detaches
from jetting device [12]. Increasing the viscosity leads to decrease the droplet velocity and
reduce drop weight as shown in Figure 1.9a and high voltage is needed to create a droplet.
Also, using high viscosity ink leads to dampen the acoustic waves utilized to generate drop
and decrease the instabilities that cause satellite formation as shown in Figures 1.9b and
1.9c [23].

1.2.2.3.2

Density Effect
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Figure 1.9: (a) Velocity and weight of drop vs viscosity (b) Drop formation for ethylene
glycol (18cp, 47 dy/cm) (c) Drop formation for isopropanol (2cp, 22dy/cm) [23].
Variation of density does not directly influence the performance of jetted liquid during
printing using DOD printer device [23]. Variation in ink density indicates a variation of
acoustic speed and affect the shape of waveform voltage. Also, increasing the density of
the fluid needs more energy to eject the droplet.

1.2.2.3.3

Surface Tension Effect

The surface tension has a minor effect on the shape of generated droplet. When the
surface tension increases, the required voltage to generate drop with a constant velocity
will increase.

1.2.2.4

Drop Behavior on Substrate (impact, spreading and equilibrium)

A substarte playes a significan role in inkjet printing technology by limiting the final result
of printing. Because, the interaction between the jetted ink and the substrate depends on the
surface properties such as surface energy that influences wettability. Therfoe, the behaviore
of drop on the substarte should be studied such as the impace, spread and the equilibrium.
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1.2.2.4.1

Drop Impact

Drop impact represents the first stage of drop behavior on the substrate. The drop collision depends on the drop velocity, the size of drop and the direction of printing. The
contact angle in this stage is large and splashing might happen due to the wettability and
roughness of substrate.

1.2.2.4.2

Drop Spreading and Equilibrium

After hitting the substrate, the drop will spread on the surface of the substrate and take
time until reaches its equilibrium. Drop spreading depends on the viscosity of ink, substrate temperature, stage velocity and the wettability of substrate. Figure 1.10 shows the
schematic of drop spreading on the substrate.

Figure 1.10: Schematic of drop spreading [11].

1.2.2.5

Flexible and Rigid Substrates for Printed Electronics

Flexible materials such as Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and Polyamide (Kapton) as shown
in Figures 1.11a and 1.11b are currently being studied for applications in electronic device
packaging [5]. These materials are being studied for their impact and vibration resistance
13

as well as the materials dielectric properties. The dielectric properties of the material make
it multifunctional as it can also work as packaging for a resonant antenna which works in
radio frequency. The use of flexible substrate antennas (FSAs) have become a key part
of the integration and packaging of wireless communication devices and sensors. Also,
rigid substrate including PEEK has been used in several applications such as biomedical
[24], aerospace, and electronics [25] because of its favorable mechanical properties and its
ability to integrate electrical components as shown in Figure 1.11c.

Figure 1.11: Flexible and rigid substrates (a) PDMS (b) Kapton and (c) Peek.

1.3

Microstrip Patch Antenna Design and Analysis

A microstrip patch antenna is a planer antenna consisting of metallic radiation patch created
on a dielectric substrate over a ground plane as shown in Figure 1.12. Recently, microstrip
patch antennas are being used widely in wireless communication because of easy fabrication, light weight, low profile, low cost and play a significant role in discovering the
characteristic of the system. Additionally, the ease of integration with integrated circuits
14

makes the microstrip patch antenna an attractive planner structure that converts the electronic signal to electromagnetic (EM) waves. Conformal applications can tremendously
benefit from the design and manufacture freedom of microstrip patch antenna arrays [26].
The microstrip antenna arrays can be utilized as an integral part of a structure such as car,
airplane, or a projectile. Since the resonant frequency of antenna depends on the dielectric
constant and the dimension of the patch, it is necessary to study the effect of using heterogeneous substrate instead of homogenous substrate to control the dielectric constant and
increase the performance of the antenna. Flexible microstrip patch antennas and sensors
subjected to extreme mechanical environment can be monitored wirelessly to control and
detect the strain happening within the structure. The use of flexible substrate has become
a main part of the integration and packaging of wireless electronic components including
antennas and sensors. This system of communication can be used for structural health
monitoring in domains such as construction, architecture, and aerospace in order to detect
any potential damage wirelessly. This process increases the safety and overall reliability
of the structure while simultaneously reducing maintenance costs [27]. The fast growing
in radiofrequency industry needs an advanced computer aided design to solve and predict
the mechanical and electrical behavior of the antenna. To date, several microstrip patch
antenna analysis software’s like High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS), Microwave
studio (CST), FEKO, COMSOL Multiphysics, ZELAND IE3D are used to provide antenna
designers with analysis that meet their demands. In this dissertation we will focus more on
HFSS and COMSOL Multiphysics approaches to analyze the microstrip patch antenna.

1.4

Goal and Objective

The main dissertation objective is to use additive manufacturing techniques such as fused
deposition modeling (FDM) and drop on demand inkjet printing (DOD) to improve the performance of the electronic components including microstrip patch antenna, sensors, actua15

Figure 1.12: Schematic of a microstrip patch antenna.
tors, solar cell and wearable devices created on flexible and rigid substrates. The objective
is accomplished by heading the following missions.
1. For better performance of microstrip patch antenna, heterogeneous substrate was
modeled and analyzed by using ANSYS-HFSS simulation and compared with experimental
work. Since the electrical field in microstrip patch antenna is not uniformly distributed, it
is necessary to design microstrip patch antenna on heterogeneous substrate to understand
the relationship between the dielectric constant and the resonant frequency to increase its
performance including the efficiency the gain, the bandwidth and the return loss.
2. To improve the mechanical and electrical sensing capability of microstrip patch
antenna to use it as a sensor for health monitoring structure, HFSS and COMOSOL Multiphysics approaches were used to design and analyze rectangular copper patch antenna
created on Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate. The relationship between the applied
strain in compression and bending mode and the resonant frequency of antenna sensor
should be discussed.
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3. In printed electronics (PE), distinctive engineering constrains should be considered
depending on the numerous electrical roles of electronic components. For illustration, in
transistor, the gate line ought to be as contract as smooth as conceivable. Also, for light
emitting diodes (LEDs), smoothness and film consistency are fundamental to accomplishing uniform emission. Therefore, for uniform and even printing, Jetlab R 4xl was used to
print uniform and even lines of high conductive nanosilver ink at different drop spacings,
stage velocities and jetting parameters on Polyetherketone (PEEK) substrate. Also, the feasibility of using Polyetherketone (PEEK) as a proper substrate for integrated electronics is
new in this field. Furthermore, for best quality printing on flexible substrate, the effect of
high stage velocity on the spread behavior of printed drop on Kapton substrate at different
parameters is discussed.
4. The quality of inkjet printing strongly depends on the generated droplet that is
completely related to the shape of waveform voltages. Several uncertainties such as the
size and the shape of generated droplet must be analyzed and the relationship between
input jetting parameters such as dwell voltage, dwell time and the droplet velocity should
be understood. Therefore, we developed new Python program to find out the size and the
shape of droplets and draw the relationship between the velocity and input parameters to
improve the performance of inkjet printing.

1.5

Dissertation Organization

The reminder of the dissertation is organized as below.
CHAPTER 2 introduces the literature review of the whole dissertation starting with
the previous work of creating heterogeneous substrate. Then, the published experimental
work for using microstrip patch antenna as a sensor to detect the failure in the structure.
Also, previous works of using drop on demand printer to print nano-silver ink supplied by
UT Dots, Inc (UTDAg) on rigid and flexible substrates are discussed. Finally, previous
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work of analyzing the waveform voltages of different jettable materials and the methods
for detecting the size and the shape of droplet are explained.
CHAPTER 3 propose the basic design rules of microstrip patch antenna and experimental methods of fabrication Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) substrate using FDM.
The internal structure of printed ABS substrates is understood by using 3D X-ray microscopy. Then, the antenna preparation and RF characterization are discussed. ANSYS HFSS modelling and the effect of heterogeneous substrate are proposed. Finally, result and
discussion are included.
CHAPTER 4 discusses the model configuration of microstrip patch antenna on flexible substrate and modelling of unstressed structure for resonant frequency using HFSS
and COMSOL Multiphysics. Then, electromagnetic (EM) wave simulation of deformed
antenna under compression and bending load was performed to reanalyze the deformed
microstrip patch antenna. Finally, result and discussion are included.
CHAPTER 5 propose the optimization of jetting parameters to print uniform and even
lines of high conductive nanosilver supplied by UT Dots, Inc. (UTDAg) on PEEK substrate. Then, materials and sample preparation including materials and the inkjet printer
are explained to print six lines on PEEK substrate. Then, printing of conductive lines using
fly mode style and bipolar are explained. Finally, physical and electrical characterization
of printed lines are discussed.
CHAPTER 6 studies the effect of bipolar waveform and the high stage velocity printing on the spread behavior of the ejected droplet on Kapton substrate to increase the quality
of inkjet printing. High conductive nanosilver supplied by UT Dots, Inc. (UTDAg) was
used to print lines at two generated waveform with different drop spacing and different
stage velocity. Finally, physical and electrical characterization of printed lines are discussed.
CHAPTER 7 presents the effect of driving waveform voltages of smartink produced
by Genes’Ink on the size and the velocity of generated droplet to increase the performance
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of the inkjet printing. Python programming was developed to detect the size and the shape
of droplets and the results were compared with Aphelion image software. The relationship
between the dwell voltage and droplet velocity and the dwell time and the size of droplet
were explained. Finally, printed lines of nanosilver ink at three waveforms on PEEK and
glass substrate were discussed.
CHAPTER 8 shows the summary of dissertation, the conclusion and the recommended
future work.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review
2.1

Background

In this chapter, literature review of related researches is discussed. Previous published
experimental works on 3D printed heterogeneous substrates are presented and discussed.
Techniques of fabricating copper on PDMS substrate are explained in detail. Also, previous
experimental researches are reviewed on how microstrip patch antenna serves as a passive
sensor to monitor structural health by detecting the mechanical failure due to the applied
loads such as tensile, bending, and compression. Previous works are discussed on using
drop on demand printer to print different kinds of high conductive inks on rigid and flexible
substrates. Furthermore, the stability of printed lines is discussed, and the methods of
measuring size and velocity of generated droplets are presented.

2.2

3D Printed Heterogeneous Substrate

The performance of microstrip patch antenna printed on substrate depends on the thickness, the properties of the dielectric substrate and the electrical field that is not uniformly
distributed as shown in Figure 2.1. Specifying the local properties of the substrate will pro-
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vide an extra degree of freedom to design and fabricate antenna with better performance.
Therefore, microstrip patch antennas and arrays require one or more layers of dielectric
substrates to obtain proper functionalities, for example, resonant frequency, bandwidth [3],
gain [28], pattern, polarization, beam scanning, and so on. The advent of additive manufacturing brought forth new opportunities for low loss substrate and radomes design which
will undoubtedly facilitate highly efficient microstrip patch antennas and array design and
development of especially those that are conformal. While a thick dielectric substrate with
low dielectric constant is desirable for a single patch antenna for wide bandwidth and high
efficiency [26],[29]. The flexible nature of AM technology allows for designing materials

Figure 2.1: Microstrip patch antenna electrical field.
or structures with prescribed features to obtain mechanical, electrical, and physical properties. The AM fabricated engineered materials can have predefined spatial arrangement
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of features providing isotropic or anisotropic electromagnetic properties such as dielectric constant and loss tangent. Results from several additively manufactured dielectric
substrates of microstrip patch antennas have been studied. J. Tribe et al.[30] used stereolithography process to build heterogeneous substrate from one single material. This was
accomplished by creating a range of volume fractions either by varying air inclusions size
or spacing between them. 3D CAD model with cubes and spherical features as shown in
Figure 2.2a, was constructed with size from 100 to 2000 µm and drains holes from 50 to
500 µm. Sample with 2 mm cubic air inclusions was manufactured to get varying volume fractions and graded effective permittivity as shown in Figure 2.2b. Tribe concluded
that increasing volume fraction of air inclusions will decrease the effective permittivity.
S. Bukhari et al.[31] used Connex 500 3D printer to manufacture flexible heterogeneous

Figure 2.2: (a) CAD design with cubs and sphere features (b) Manufactured heterogeneous
substrate.
DM9760 substrate with varying effective permittivity properties as a function of location
to increase the radiation efficiency and the bandwidth of microstrip patch antenna as shown
in Figures 2.3a and 2.3b. Two different polymers were used to additively manufactured
DM9760 substrate with air - filled slots. As a result, the radiation efficiency of the antenna
increased from 44% to 78% and the bandwidth increased from 160 to 380 MHz. Shiyu
Zhang et al.[32] used a fused deposition modeling (FDM) to additively manufacture six
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Figure 2.3: (a) DM9760 substrate and (b) Antenna mounted on heterogeneous substrate.

novel dielectric substrates by the combination of nontoxic material polylactic acid (PLA)
and air . CAD tools were used to design the 3D models that consisting of top lid, bottom
base and the infill density pattern in the middle as shown in Figures 2.4a and 2.4b. Shiyu

Figure 2.4: CAD sketch of 3D printed dielectric substrates with different internal features
(a) Waffle infill and (b) Honeycomb infill.
Zhang found that the air in the host material has much effect on the dielectric properties
than the infill shape. Therefore, the effective permittivity and the loss factor of printed sub-
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strate were reduced by increasing the volume fraction of air. Also, he concluded that the
effective permittivity and the loss factor can be controlled to the desired value to improve
the performance of antenna and EM applications. Vana Tummala et al.[33] used fused
deposition modeling (FDM) to demonstrate 3D porous dielectric substrate where antennas were printed to perform the effect of porous microstructure on RF applications. Three
Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) substrates with dimensions 50mm x 50mm x 5mm
were printed by using three machine preset fill density. 3D X-ray microscopy was used to
capture clear internal features of printed substrates. The analysis of 3D microscopy images
shows that the solid volume fraction is different from printer-preset values. Vana concluded
that the resonant frequency of microstrip patch antenna decreases when the core solid volume fraction increases. Mohammed Ramadan et al.[34] demonstrated 3D printed flexible
heterogeneous substrate for wearable applications by the combination of two different materials acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) and ninjaFlex (NF) as shown in Figure 2.5.
Fused deposition modeling (FDM) was used to print three tile shape of ABS material surrounding with NF. Mohamed found that the gain of the wearable antennas increased up to

Figure 2.5: 3D design of wearable antenna printed on ABS and NF substrate.
250%, the bandwidth up to 400% and the performance of the antenna was stable on human
body.
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2.3

High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS)

HFSS is an interactive electromagnetic (EM) simulation system that uses finite element
method (FEM) and tetrahedron mesh to solve arbitrary 3D geometry including antennas
for mobile communication such as microstrip patches, conformal cell phone antennas, and
radar cross section (RCS) [35]. The processes of creating and solving RF device models
are shown in Figure 2.6. HFSS has three types of solution, driven modal, driven terminal,
and eigenmode, which defines the type of results. HFSS uses different boundary conditions including finite conductivity, perfect electric conductor (Perfect E), perfect magnetic
conductor (Perfect H) and excitation (energy source) that should be assigned to define the
surface of the object. Also, radiation boundary is used as absorbing boundary to absorb
the wave and demonstrate a surface as electrically open. HFSS simulation uses automatic

Figure 2.6: The processes of crating and solving RF devices by using HFSS.
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adaptive meshing technique to get an accurate solution. First, HFSS creates initial mesh
and refine the mesh every time and compare the solution with the previous solution until
the solution is converged based on the residual error (∆S) and the maximum number of
adaptive passes.

2.4

COMSOL Multiphysics Approach

COMSOL Multiphysics is a powerful interactive software that has capability to model
and solve all logical and engineering problems in different applications [36]. COMSOL
software can be used to solve coupled physics phenomena. The software gives a desktop
environment with a model builder that gives engineers a clear picture of the model and
access to all running. In this dissertation, we will focus on two physics, structural mechanics (solid mechanics) and radio frequency (RF) to model and analyze the microstrip patch
antenna under compressive and bending load.

2.5

Copper Fabrication Techniques on PDMS

Printed metals such as copper and silver on PDMS substrate is still a big challenge due to
the adhesion and thermal mismatch problems between metals and PDMS. Therefore, surface treatment should be applied to outdo these challenges. Following is the most common
methods used to fabricate copper on PDMS. Elif Apaydin et al.[37] used new technique
to fabricate copper metal on PDMS substrate as shown in Figure 2.7. the method consists of four phase printing, masking surface, surface modification on substrate by using
oxygen plasma treatment, evaporation technique of thin layer of adhesive layer by using
sputtering machine, mask removal and electroplating. Elif concluded that due to the thermal mismatch between the PDMS and the copper, stresses during the evaporation which
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Figure 2.7: Copper fabricated on PDMS (a) Crack formation in copper film (b) Microstrip
line fabricated on PDMS substrate.

lead to crack the copper film because after cooling PDMS contracts more than copper film
and causes compressive stress. Therefore, multiple evaporation (100 nm thickness each) is
needed to minimize the crack formation.
Daniel et al.[38] employed novel and low cost fabrication process to print copper
metal on PDMS substrate as shown in Figure 2.8. Conductive copper paint was deposited
on transparency film by using airbrushing and dried for 24 hours. Then, the surface of
copper seed layer was polished mechanically to decrease the initial roughness and tinning
solution was used to increase the surface conductivity. Then, photoresist was used to expose
the copper layer and then electrodeposition was performed to increase the thickness of the
copper pattern. The copper assembly was placed on uncured PDMS and cured for 5 minute
at 110 C. 250W IR heat lamp was used to treat the assembly from above, the metallization
layer becomes detached and transfer to PDMS the seed layer remains on the transparency
film.
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Figure 2.8: Copper printed on PDMS (a) before and (b) after the transfer process.

2.6

Strain Sensor Based on Microstrip Patch Antenna

The resonate frequency of microstrip patch antenna is calculated by using the length and the
width of metallic patch. Applied mechanical load on microstrip antenna causes elongation
in the size of its patch [39]. Therefore, the failure mode in the structure such as buckling, cracks, sever deflection can be detected wirelessly by using microstrip patch antenna.
Microstrip patch antennas are also investigated as a sensor that is capable of measuring
both shear and normal deformations of antenna structures. The changing in the overlapping length of patch because of the applied shear force is seen to cause shifting of resonant
frequency [40] . The resonant frequency increases when the strain is negative, whereas it
decreases when the strain is positive [5], [41]. Previous experimental studies have been
done on distinctive sorts of antennas to assess their strain sensing capabilities. These studies included evaluating the effect of tensile, and shear deformation to measure the change
in resonant frequency that resulted from the elongation of the patch antenna. Some of the
performed works are explained in brief in the following.
Tata et al.[42] used photolithography technique to fabricate a dual frequency patch
antenna on Kapton substrate as shown in Figure 2.9. The fabricated antenna was used as
a sensing unite on aluminum cantilever beam to measure the applied strain due to bending
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Figure 2.9: (a) Microstrip patch antenna on Kapton (b) Width direction elongation (c)
length direction elongation.

load. Vector network analyzer (VNA) was used to measure the return loss. Tata concluded
when the load is applied along the width direction of the patch antenna as shown in Figure
2.10b, the length direction resonant frequency f10 will shift to the right due to the effect
of Poisson’s ratio while the width direction resonant frequency f01 will shift to the left due
to the elongation of electrical field as shown in Figures 2.10a, 2.10b and 2.10c. Also, he
found that there is a good linear relationship between the strain and the resonant frequency
for both measured and calculated data.
Salmani et al.[43] fabricated a multi-band antenna on Rogers’ RT/ duroid 5880 substrate with thickness 0.254 mm as a passive strain device to check the feasibility of using
antennas for strain measurement as shown in Figure 2.11.The fabricated antenna was placed
on cantilever beam and the bending was applied along the width and length direction of the
antenna as shown in Figures 2.11b and 2.11c. Strain gauge was used to measure the strain
due to the bending load. The measured result by vector network analyzer (VNA) and the
simulation by HFSS show that the applied load along length direction shifts the length di29

Figure 2.10: (a) S11 curve under width direction strain (b) Shifted frequency f10 (c) Shifted
frequency f01.
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rection resonant frequency f10 and the width direction resonant frequency f01 to the left
due to the elongation in electrical length as shown in Figure 2.12a and 2.12b.

Figure 2.11: (a) Multiband antenna (b) Bending along width direction (c) Bending along
length direction.

Figure 2.12: (a) Measured result along length direction (b) HFSS result along length direction.
Jeong et al.[44] used screen printing technology to demonstrate stretchable radio frequency (RF) strain sensor by fabricating high conductive ink (Dupont PE872) on treated
PDMS substrate. The effect of the applied tensile load along the width and length direction
on single frequency rectangular patch is shown in Figure 2.13. VNA and HFSS were used
to analyze the resonant frequency of the patch antenna and the result shows that the applied
load along the length direction has much effect on the resonant frequency than the applied
load along the width direction of the patch.
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Figure 2.13: (a) S11 measured along width direction (b) S11 measured along length direction (c) S11 simulated along width direction (c) S11 simulated along length direction.

Tchafa et al.[45] used print etching technique to fabricate rectangular microstrip patch
antenna on Rogers RT/duroid 5880 substrate for simultaneous strain and temperature sensing. The antenna sensor and strain gauge were attached on a dog-bone specimen using
LOCTIT superglue as shown in Figures 2.14a and 2.14b. The relationship between the
resonant frequency shift, the applied strain and the temperature was established. Tensile
tester was used to apply load and oven was built for high temperature measurement and the
temperature was measured by using a thermocouple. The result shows that increasing the
applied load along the length direction will shift the length direction resonant frequency to
the left due to the elongation in the electrical length while increasing the temperature shifts
the frequency to the right and the antenna can serve as a strain and temperature sensor as
shown in Figures 2.15a and 2.15b.
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Figure 2.14: Antenna sensor attached to the dog bone sample (a) front view (b) back view.

Figure 2.15: (a) Effect of applied strain (b) Effect of increasing temperature.
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2.7

Printed Electronics Using Nanosilver Ink

Printed electronic technology is growing very fast and is getting much interest to several
applications including aerospace, biomedical, wireless communication and media. This
technology is being used today to create flexible electronics such as antenna, sensor, solar
cell and printed memory. Several studies were done before, using inkjet printing to print
nanosilver ink on variety of substrates to create lines, dots, patterns or another electronics
devices. The following are some of the recent performed works.
Changjae et al.[46] printed low resistance lines of nanosilver ink on polyimide film.
Fine pore structure was fabricated on the polyimide surface utilizing polyamideimide to
decrease the splashing of the nanosilver ink on the surface as shown in Figure 2.16. They

Figure 2.16: Printed line on untreated substrate.
concluded that using porous structure reduced the splashing of nanosilver ink, made the
edge of the printed lines sharp and increase the conductivity as shown in Figures 2.17a and
2.17b.
Andersson et al.[47] evaluated two types of surface treatment (Clear Semi-Gloss Precoat and Clear Gloss Precoat) to increase the inkjet printing quality of nanosilver ink on 100
µm thick polyimide and polyethene substrate. The quality of printed lines on polyamide
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Figure 2.17: Printed lines on (a) 5um (b) 3 um pores.

and polyethene substrate without coating is very poor as shown in Figures 2.18a and 2.18b.
They concluded that the printing quality of test lines improved by the coating and the best
printing quality is obtained when Clear Semi-Gloss Precoat is used with 5 µm thick on
polythene as shown in Figures 2.18c and 2.18d. The resistivity of printed lines increased
too.

Figure 2.18: Line printed on (a) Untreated Polyamide (b) Untreated Polythene (C) Treated
Polyamide and (d) Treated polythene.
Chan et al.[48] used a drop on demand printer to deposit lines of nanosilver ink on
polyimide substrate with drop spacing from 20 µm to 40 µm as shown in Figure 2.19.
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The observed that the width of lines decreased by increasing droplet interval and the black
printed lines will turn white after curing treatment. Also, it was noticed that line width for
double prints is wider than single prints.

Figure 2.19: Printed lines of nanosilver ink on polyimide substrate.
Hoeng et al.[1], used inkjet printer to print nanocellulose–silver ink lines on printed
electronic paper, PET, neat board and CNC coated board substrate as shown in Figure 2.20.
They found that CNC coating enhances the ink and substrate properties. It leads to increase
in the quality of printed lines by decreasing the substrate roughness and increase in the ink
absorption that limit the ink drop diffusion on the substrate and providing good properties
for conductive track printing.
Bernhard et al.[49] used FujiDimatix R DMP 2831 inkjet printer to print flexible resistive memory using Ag/spin-on-glass (SOG)/PEDOT:PSS cells on Si wafers with a 100
nm thick thermal SiO2 insulating layer as well as a 125 µm thick PEN foil as shown in Figure 2.21. A memory cell was formed of 100µm×100µm crosspoint structure. Nanosilver
ink (UTDots) was used to print the line of the electrochemically active bottom electrode
with drop spacing 5 µm.
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Figure 2.20: Optical microscope images of a 200 µm printed line of CNCsilver suspension
on (a) printed electronic paper; (b) PET; (c) neat board and (d) CNC coated board substrate.

Figure 2.21: A cell on PEN foil.
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2.8

Printed Line stability and Generated Droplet Quality

To print stable line by using inkjet printing, individual drops are printed on a substrate so
that they merge; thus the bead line must stay stable until it becomes a solid [50]. The stable
line width as shown in Figure 2.22, is bounded by two limits: minimum line width formed
by maximum drop spacing that creates stable merging and maximum line width formed
by minimum drop spacing that cause bulging. D represents the initial droplet diameter, p
droplet spacing, w bead width and θ the contact angle. Soltman et al.[51] studied the effect

Figure 2.22: The bead line with circular profile.
of the temperature and the step size on printed lines by using microfab inkjet printer and
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showed that the perfect lines for integrated electronics should be smooth, even and straight.
Duineveld et al.[52] found that two conditions make the line unstable: when the contact
angle of the deposited liquid on the substrate is larger than the advancing contact angle and
when the rate of applied flow through the ridge distance is large compared with the rate
of transported flow. Davis et al.[53] found that when the contact line is pinned on smooth
substrate, the bead of the printed line will be stable. Ubal et al.[54] did a numerical analysis
study by using Finite Element Method with Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian technique as
shown in Figure 2.23 to show the effect of inertia and contact angle on the stability of
the line they found that when contact angle is large the inertia will strongly affects the
growth rate of instability. Also, he found that a large contact angle forms a large number of
satellite droplet than small contact angle. As inkjet printing applications developed, several

Figure 2.23: Development of instability in printed line due to the effect of inertia.
types of jetting inks are required to be precisely jetted from the jetting device [55]. Several
studies concluded that the waveform and the ink properties have much effect on the jetting
behavior [56]. Therefore, for uniform and even inkjet printing, different factors should be
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considered such as selecting the ideal waveform, the drop spacing from center to center, and
the stage velocity. Also, high quality printing requires repressing the satellite and ligament
of the generated droplet. Determining optimal waveform voltage needs trial- and -error
and achieving stable and ideal droplet requires microdrops visualization and adjusting the
dwell voltage with slight change of negative backfill pressure [57]. Furthermore, for getting
ideal jetting, the pulse shape should be optimized [56]. Many studies have been done
previously on different types of jetting fluid to discuss the properties of jettable materials.
K. Kwon developed software to measure the meniscus motion and to find the optimal value
of the dwell time and he used edge detection techniques to measure the velocity of droplet
[57],[58]. Tsai et al.[59] investigated the effect of dwell voltage on the droplet formation
of alcohol and ethylene glycol using inkjet printing with bipolar pulse shape . Shin et
al.[60] controlled the size of aerosol particles by adjusting the waveform voltage such as
rising/falling time, dwell time and dwell voltage. Chang et al.[61] used mathematical model
and experimental work to test trail waveforms with different dwell times and he used edge
detecting method to compute the length of the liquid tonus. The quality of generated droplet
depends on the shape of waveform that drives the piezoelectric device [62]. The ideal drop
is the droplet that has size equal to the size of the nozzle and falls on the substrate without
satellite [63].
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Chapter 3

Patch Antenna Response Based on Anisotropic Substrate
This chapter was published in international Journal of RF and Microwave
Computer-Aided Engineering.28, no. 4 (2018), doi:org/10.1002/mmce.21234.

3.1

Goal and Scope

Fused deposition modeling (FDM) constructs uniaxial anisotropic substrate with different permittivity in planer and thickness direction (orthogonal directions) based on toolpath
[64],[65]. FDM provides different infill density technique or solid volume fraction to build
one single material with three different layers properties, core, top and bottom layer as
shown in Figure 3.1. The layer thicknesses can be controlled through user defined inputs.
Selecting infill density technique for 3D printed materials affects the nonuniformity of core
dielectric properties in the in-plane and thickness directions, because the gaps and the solid
dielectric are arranged in series and parallel and are anticipated to influence antenna response. In this chapter, HFSS equivalent models was developed based on the permittivity
tensor of anisotropic substrate material. The equivalent models were build based on the
comparable permittivity values in series and parallel using the internal features of 3D Xray microscopy images of printed samples fill densities. Two substrate designs are modeled
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and analyzed: (1) Model A consists of three layer and (2) Model B consists of one layer. In
both models, ANSYS-HFSS was used to create a microstrip patch antenna on the substrate
that imitates the experimental patch. In HFSS models, the anisotropic properties (permittivity values) of substrate material in the lateral and thickness directions are assigned. For
instance, in model A equivalent series and parallel dielectric constant were used to assign
the lateral anisotropy of core material and a comparable dielectric constant for solids with
very low void density (<10%) was defined and used for top and bottom layers. In model
B the effect of dielectric anisotropy on resonant frequency was investigated by varying the
dielectric constant of lateral versus thickness direction and their effect on the performance
of microstrip patch antenna. First, the experimental RF and solid fraction measurement

Figure 3.1: Printed material with three different layers.
for 75% samples are utilized for simulation by varying the uniaxial equivalent permittivity of each of the layers and recording the resonant frequency. In this case, the in-plane
proportional permittivity of each layer was determined by considering the voids and bulk
materials in series, while the thickness direction equivalent permittivity was determined by
considering them in parallel. The bulk permittivity for which the simulation result matched
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with experimental resonant frequency was used for simulating the remaining sets of samples. Furthermore, effect of uniaxial anisotropy in permittivity on patch antenna response
was also investigated using ANSYS-HFSS. These results clearly demonstrate the ability to
control the dielectric constant of the 3D printed material based on prescribed fill density.

3.2

Basic Design Rules for Patch Antenna

For a microstrip configuration the guided wavelength of an EM wave in isotropic medium
is defined as [66].
c
λg = √
f εef f

(3.1)

where c = 3 × 108 m/s and f is the frequency in Hz. The effective permittivity εef f of the
substrate is given by
εef f =

εr + 1 εr − 1
1
q
+
2
2
1+

(3.2)
12d
W

where εr is the dielectric constant of the material, d is the substrate thickness, and W
is the width of the patch antenna. If the material is not uniform as in the 3D printed
structures,εr will be considered as equivalent dielectric constant in the thickness direction.
For a particular test system and patch antenna dimension, d, w, and λg are constants. Thus,
Equations (3.1) and (3.2) can be combined and written as
1
= C 1 εr + C 2
f2

(3.3)

where C1 and C2 are the constants and depend on the wavelength, the substrate thickness,
and antenna width. It is clear from Equation (3.3) that inverse of square of resonant frequency varies linearly with relative permittivity of substrates.
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3.3
3.3.1

Experimental Methods
Substrate Fabrication

Fused deposition modeling (FDM) is a 3D printing technique that used to build a substrate
from one single polymer with different physical properties including layer thickness, printing pattern, printing speed and infill density. Extrusion based LulzBot Taz-5 printer was
used to print three samples of ABS substrates with dimensions of 50mm × 50mm × 5mm
and fill densities of 25%, 50%, and 75% [67]. Infill pattern shows a grid with lines in two
diagonal directions per layer and inner and outer wall as shown in Figure 3.2. The FDM
process fabricates ABS substrates with unique properties. The ABS filament is melted in
the liquefier and then molten ABS deposits in a directional manner that results in substrate
with anisotropic properties [68], [69]. In this work, 3D CAD design software Solidworks
was used to design a 3D model and prepared stereolithography file format (.STL) for 3D
printing that stores 3D models information and describe the surface geometry of 3D object. 3D slicing software CURA was used to slice STL model horizontally into 2D model
to create thin layers of 3D models when accumulate one layer upon other. The procedure
starts by processing the STL file in the software and FDM printer slices the model mathematically for fabricating process. Three samples were printed with same dimensions and
at different fill densities and other fixed parameters are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Fixed setting parameters used to print substrates
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Parameter
Shell thickness (mm)
Bottom/Top fill thickness (mm)
Layer height (mm)
Print speed (mm/s)
Bed temperature (C)
Bed temperature (C)
Retraction Speed (mm/s)
Retraction Distance (mm)
Initial Layer thickness(mm)
Initial Layer line width (%)
Dual Extrusion overlap (mm)
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Value
0.7
0.6
0.1
40
245
110
25
1.5
0.3
100
0.15

Figure 3.2: Infill pattern shows a grid with lines in two diagonal directions per layer.
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3.3.2

3D X-ray microscopy

A thorough and complete experimental approach is required for understanding the internal lattice structures of the 3D printed ABS substrates. The goal of this is to identify or
visualize small scale basic changes by using a nondestructive testing apparatus. The arrangements obtained from the test will help find permittivity in three orthogonal directions.
Also, the actual solid volume fraction is required for calculating equivalent permittivity to
be used as an input to ANSYSHFSS simulation. Conventional imaging tools such as optical
magnifying lens, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) provides images of regions considerably smaller than specimen. Therefore, a 3D
X-ray microscope by Zeiss is utilized in this case, which can nondestructively characterize
the diverse microstructure designs at a chosen level of high resolution (down to 700 nm)
and sought field of view. 3D X-ray microscope (XRM) reveals the details of the structure
and provides imaging solution in three dimensions. The principle operation of the microscope depends on the standard computed tomography by reconstructing the 2D slices of
XRM image to supply 3D image. The microscope provides advanced imaging solution in
3D by accomplished high-contrast and highresolution imaging even for large sample [70].
In this process, tiny investigation was done by utilizing x- ray microscopy that has usable
magnification level 1x, considering the additively produced size and most altogether to get
enormous view and identify their inward structure. 3D X-ray images were caught for all
three ABS fill densities of 25%, 50%, and 75% with pixel sizes of 16.6, 15.3, and 16.6,
separately. 3D images and related slice perspectives are appeared in Figures 3.3 that give a
clear delineation of the inside segments of the printed substrates. For all Figures 3.3, boards
a–c demonstrate the slice perspectives in vertical plane, three orthogonal planes, and horizontal plane through the core, separately. Panels d–f speak to 3D perspective on top shell,
core, and whole section, individually. It is obvious from every one of the 3D images that
the printer shows fill densities simply used in the core. Vertical plane slice views in Figures
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Figure 3.3: X-ray images of samples created with printer setting of 25% in-fill density.
The images shown here are as follows: A, vertical plane slice view with dimensions in
millimeters; B, slice view of three orthogonal planes; C, slice view of horizontal plane
through the core; and 3D view of D, top shell, E, core, and F, entire section.
3.2A, 3.4A, and 3.5A are additionally given measurements in millimeters. It is seen that the
top and base layers are around 0.4 and 0.9 mm, separately, for 25% samples Figure 3.3A,
around 0.3 and 0.8 mm, individually, for 50% samples Figure 3.4A and around 0.6 and 0.7
mm, separately, for 70% samples Figure 3.5A. For every one of the samples, printer preset
thicknesses were viewed as 0.6 mm. It is consequently presumed that the LulzBot printer
has restriction in accuracy printing at low in-fill densities.
Top and base layers seemed to be printed practically solid and all specimens were
printed in diagonal direction per layer and in-fill pattern is clearly linear as expected according to Figure 3.2. The X-ray images showing the lattice structure of cores uniformly
patterned and distributed (panels b, c, and e of Figures 3.3–3.5. It is obvious from the images that sections of void and solid structures are masterminded in parallel in y (thickness)
direction and in series in x and y directions. The genuine solid volume fraction might be not
the same as the machine preset fill density because of the printer restriction. To compute
real solid volume fraction, pore volume was detached from solid by performing advanced
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image segmentation (utilizing Scan IP programming). At that point the proportion of solid

Figure 3.4: X-ray images of samples created with printer setting of 25% in-fill density.
The images shown here are as follows: A, vertical plane slice view with dimensions in
millimeters; B, slice view of three orthogonal planes; C, slice view of horizontal plane
through the core; and 3D view of D, top shell, E, core, and F, entire section.
volume section from a representative volume element (RVE) was determined. RVEs were
isolated from the X-beam images appeared in Figures 3.3–3.5 for both core and skin areas.
The measured solid volume fraction for core regions were 33.5%, 54.4%, and 75.3% from
printer settings of 25%, 50%, and 75%, respectively. The solid volume fraction for top
and bottom skins was measured to be 94% for all samples although it was supposed to be
completely solid. The X-ray image investigation demonstrates that solid volume fraction
after manufacturing matches almost for higher fill densities; however, 25% fill density gives
33% volume solid fraction. Once more, the disparity might be ascribed to the restriction of
LulzBot printer for printing low density structures.
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Figure 3.5: X-ray images of samples created with printer setting of 25% in-fill density.
The images shown here are as follows: A, vertical plane slice view with dimensions in
millimeters; B, slice view of three orthogonal planes; C, slice view of horizontal plane
through the core; and 3D view of D, top shell, E, core, and F, entire section.

3.3.3

Antenna Preparation and RF Characterization

The application of RF characterization was discussed and compared in term of the effect
of changing material porosity on the resonant frequency of microstrip patch antennas. The
design and the configuration of microstrip patch antenna was considered [71], [72]. Three
rectangular copper microstrip patch antennas were fabricated on 3D printed dielectric material substrate as shown in Figure 3.6. A similar size square copper tape material with
dimension and feed location were used for every designed patch antenna as shown in Figure 3.6A. On the other side of the patch antenna, a ground plane was attached using a large
piece of copper tape. Also, a hole for feed line was created using a drill press. Copper
around the hole on the ground plane was cleared totally to avoid electrical short between
the feed conductor and the ground plane. The back surface of the antenna was covered
with copper tape as shown in Figure 3.6B. The patch antenna was connected with the in-
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Figure 3.6: Patch antennas created on printed samples. A, Front view of patch antenna with
feed location. B, Back view of an antenna having a copper-tape ground plane.
ternal pin of SMA using a 50 ohm SMA connector. The outer conductor of the SMA was
soldered to the ground plane. Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) was then calibrated using
open, short, and 50 X load over a broad frequency range of interest [73]. S-parameter (S11)
data were measured for each antenna sample by connecting to (VNA). The resonant frequency was identified from the S11 versus frequency data. The magnitude of the S11 will
be marked minimum at the resonant frequency. Resonant frequencies of antennas created
on 25%, 50%, and 75% substrates were measured to be 5.68, 5.47, and 5.15 GHz, respectively. Thus, the resonant frequency appears to decrease as the core fill density increases.
These results obtained from the experiment are intuitively correct as higher the core fill
density, higher is the dielectric constant. As the antenna dimension is approximately half
of the operating wavelength, specimens with high dielectric constant (e.g., high fill density) should exhibit a lower resonant frequency according to Equation (3.2). At this point,
direct correlation between the dielectric constant and resonant frequency was not possible as dielectric constant of bulk ABS material used with the printer was not known. The
experimental frequency data along with the measured porosity of the printed samples and
ANSYS-HFSS model can be used to back calculate the bulk dielectric constant, which is
explained in Section 3.4.
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3.4

ANSYS-HFSS Modeling

HFSS is a high-frequency structure simulator that uses Finite Element Methods (FEM) as
a numerical approach to solve 3D electromagnetic (EM) problems quickly and accurately.
The simulator has ability to eliminate the repeated design iterations and prototyping [74],
[75]. Ansoft HFSS solves the wave equation which derived from Maxwell’s Equations
[35]. Tetrahedron is the basic element mesh used to determine a solution for electromagnetic problems. HFSS utilizes a grate meshing technique called automatic adaptive
meshing techniques (iterative process) that reduce the time of simulation and the computer
memory. For this analysis, the automatic adaptive meshing procedure at a single frequency
is considered as shown in Figure 3.7 [76].

Figure 3.7: Single frequency automatic adaptive meshing.
First, ANSYS HFSS translates the modeled geometry into a conformal, inhomogeneous tetrahedral mesh that represents the initial mesh. The initial mesh is coarse in areas
where the geometry is made up of large objects and dense in areas where the geometry has
fine features. The problem solves for electrical field and S-parameters at a single solution
frequency and this process is completed at first adaptive pass. Since the initial mesh is
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too coarse in some locations of geometry and it is difficult to capture the accurate desired
results. The mesh is refined automatically in the second adaptive pass and the result is compared with the previous result and the adaptive process continues until the mesh converges
based on user- specified convergence criteria. For all the HFSS models discussed in this
work,the following mesh convergence criterion were considered: solution frequency = 2.4
GHz, ∆s (changes in the S-parameters) between two consecutive adaptive passes) ≤0.02,
and maximum number of adaptive passes = 30. The ∆s criterion was seen to be met below
10 adaptive passes. Material anisotropy can be defined in the software by specifying the
three diagonal elements of an anisotropy tensor; however, anisotropy in relative permittivity is only considered for this study. In this analysis, two separate models were designed:
(a) Model A: a three-layered model of overall dimensions of 50mm × 50mm × 5mm; (b)
Model B: a complete solid model with same overall dimensions. For both the models, a
rectangular patch antenna of dimension 16.5mm×20mm and a ground plane of dimension
50mm × 50mmwere created on the top and bottom surface of the model respectively. A
cylinder with radius 0.7 mm and height 5 mm was formed to connect the patch and the
ground plane Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Top view and cross view of the HFSS model.
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The type of material for both microstrip patch and ground was assigned as a copper.
An excitation port was created at the base of the model through which the receiving wire
was energized. The reference plane of this port is found legitimately toward the start of the
transmitting plane. In HFSS, radiation limits (boundaries) were considered with the goal
that waves were permitted to propagate boundlessly far into space. HFSS ingests the wave
at the radiation limit which is an air enclosure (air box) in this case. The microstrip patch,
ground-plane, feed and excitation were designed precisely to mimic the components of the
experimental work shown in Figure 3.9. A terminal driven solution type was considered to
determine the solution and generate the S-parameter graph to calculate the frequency of the
antenna. For both the models, x–y coordinates are rotated 45◦ with respect to the substrate
length and width, while z coordinate is directed along thickness direction Figures 3.8 and
3.9. The coordinate system is chosen in this manner to capture the directionality during
printing as shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.9: 3D isometric view of the HFSS model.

3.4.1

Three-Layer Printed Substrates

Mostly, the preset fill density in FDM process is just utilized at the substrate core making
a structure with recognizable three layers. The top and bottom layers are the skin and the
middle layer is the core of the substrate. The top and base layers are the skin and the center
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layer is the core of the substrate. Thicknesses of these layers selected based on the X-ray
images of the printed substrates. These three layers were created in Solidworks and afterward brought into ANSYS-HFSS programming to perform antenna RF characterization.
These imported layers were stacked accordingly to form the model of overall dimensions
50mm × 50mm × 5mm.

Figure 3.10: A, Core internal structure at 25%fill density. B, Voids and solid are in series
in x and y directions while they are arranged in parallel in z direction.
εrx , εry and εrz represent the Anisotropic dielectric constants (relative permittivity) in
planer directions (x, y) and thickness direction (z). The Anisotropic relative permittivity
were assigned for each layer and the model was run. For this situation, the dielectric
constant in x,y and z direction were considered to be the equivalent dielectric constants
by incorporating the effect of voids. Depending on the analysis results from 3D X-ray
images and calculated solid volume fractions, the dielectric constant in three directions
were determined based on the arrangement of voids and solid layer in parallel and series
direction using the following equation of rule of mixture [77]. From the X-ray image, the
printed sample with 25% infill density shown in Figure 3.10, the voids and ABS solids are
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arranged in series in x and y direction while they are parallel in z direction.

εr,equ,parallel = V × εr,solid + (1 − V ) × εr,air
1
εr,equ,series

=

V
εr,soild

+

(1 − V )
εr,air

(3.4)

(3.5)

where V is solid volume fraction of the substrate, and εr,soild and εr,air are the dielectric
constant of solid and air, respectively. Note that εr,air = 1. In the event, the air- solid
arrangement was not as clear as core shown in Figure 3.10, and the equivalent dielectric
constant was calculated using the equation given below. In this case, the void is considered
distributed in solids [65].
(
εr,equ = εr,solid 1 +

3(1 − V )
εr,air +2εr,soild
εr,air −εr,solid

−1+V

)
(3.6)

From the X-ray images, the average top, bottom, and core thickness of the three layers
are approximately as 0.8, 0.7, and 3.5 mm, respectively. These thicknesses were considered for creating the three-layer model as shown previously in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. It can
be observed from Figure 3.2 that the motion of the print head is diagonally linear, and
the substrate and air are printed in series and parallel combination along the surface and
thickness direction, respectively. Based on this observation, x, y coordinates are chosen
to be oriented at an angle of 45◦ with the length and width of the antenna substrate while
z coordinate in the thickness direction as shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. For the core, the
equivalent dielectric constant along the x and y directions are same due to symmetry and
were calculated and using Equation 3.6. Equation 3.5 was used for calculating z direction
property.
Since the top and bottom layers have very low porosity, their distribution is considered
uniform. In this case, Equation 3.4 was used to calculate equivalent dielectric constants in
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x, y, and z directionsAn iterative simulation was performed on the model with 75% fill
density to determine the resonant frequency that matches with the experimental frequency
by changing the dielectric strength of solid (thereby varying εrx , εry ,and εrz ). The bulk
dielectric constant was found to be εr = 2.2 for which the computational frequency was 5.16
GHz, which is close to the experimental measurements of 5.15 GHz. The same dielectric
constant was utilized to compute the respective frequencies of the models with 50% and
25% fill densities. The dielectric constant calculated for the fill densities 25%, 50%, and
75% and used in the models is tabulated in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: The calculated equivalent series and parallel dielectric constants along the x, y,
and z directions (εrx , εry , and εrz ).
Fill densities

X-ray measured solid
volume fraction

Core-25%
Core-50%
Core-75%
Skin

0.335
0.544
0.753
0.94

Dielectric constant of
core in x (εrx ) and y
(εry ) directions
1.22
1.42
1.69
2.10

Dielectric constant of
core in z(εrz ) direction
1.4
1.65
1.90
2.10

Effective
dielectric
constant of substrate
in z (εrz ) direction
1.56
1.76
1.96
-

The last column of Table 3.2 is effective z direction dielectric constant of the substrate
is calculated by using rules of mixture as given in Equation 3.5. In this case, volume fraction of core is 3.5/5 or 0.7 and that of top and bottom skin is 0.3. The resonant frequencies
simulated in ANSYS-HFSS are relatively similar to the experimental resonant frequencies.
The resonant frequencies determined in HFSS are plotted in Figure 3.11 and are shown in
Table 3.3 as well. It is observed from Table 3.3 that the computational resonant frequencies
are within only 1.8 % of the experimental measurements.
Table 3.3: Printer preset fill density and experimentally measured volume fraction versus
experimental and ANSYS-HFSS simulated resonant frequency.
Printer setting fill density (%)

Actual printed
density (%)

25
50
75

33.5
54.4
75.3

fill

Experimental
resonant
frequency
(GHz)
5.68
5.47
5.15

HFSS resonant frequency (GHz)
5.61
5.37
5.16

Difference between
experimental
and
HFSS results (%)
1.2
1.8
-

Thus, the modeling scheme adopted here can be considered acceptable. Same mod56

Figure 3.11: ANSYS-HFSS result of the frequencies for printer present in-fill densities of
25%, 50%, and 75%.
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eling schemes were used for further understanding the influence of anisotropy in dielectric
constant on patch antenna resonant frequencies. As shown in Figure 3.11 the return loss of
the printed antennas is very high, this will lead to increase the temperature of the antenna
because it consumes a lot of power. By using feed location 3 mm instead of 5.5 mm from
the edge of the patch the return loss decreased from -17.3 dB to -32 dB, the bandwidth
increased from 300MHz at 100% infill density to 683MHz at 25% infill density and the
radiation efficiency increased from 93% to 95.5 % as shown in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12: ANSYS-HFSS result of the frequencies for printer present in-fill densities of
100%, 75%, 50% and 25%.

3.4.2

Model B: Effect of Substrate Anisotropy

Once the modeling scheme used in Model A was validated through experimental results,
similar modeling technique was adopted to understand the directional dependence of dielectric constant of printed substrates. In this case, a cuboid of dimensions 50mm ×
50mm × 5mm was designed in ANSYS-HFSS for further analysis. Two models were
simulated with base dielectric constant of 3 and one model with base dielectric constant of
4. The dielectric constant were varied in x, y, and z directions to understand the anisotropy
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Figure 3.13: ANSYS-HFSS results from Model B-I for constant εrx and εry and varied
εrz .In this case, εrx = εry = 3. The plot legend is formatted as εrx - εry -εrz .
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effect on resonant frequency. As the material is printed in a crisscross manner in x and
y directions, the properties in the x and y directions should be identical; however, the z
direction properties are different. Based on the above observation, the x and y direction
properties in the first and second models were kept constant and varied in the z direction.
For the first model (Model B-I), εrx = εry = 3 while εrz varied between 20% and 100% of
εrz . For the second model (Model B-II), εrx and εry were considered to be 4 while varied
between 15% and 100% of εrx . In the third model (Model B- III) z direction, dielectric
constant εrz was kept constant and the x, y direction properties were varied. Figure 3.13
illustrates the simulated results of the Model B-I, where the z direction dielectric constant
was varied between 100% and 20% of εrx = 3. The resonant frequency for εrz equals to
100% of εrz is observed to be 4.31 GHz, while at 20% the frequency has substantially increased to 6.35 GHz. As the dielectric constant in the z direction εrz is varied from 100% to
20% of εrx = 3, the resonant frequency gradually increased about 47.3%. A similar behavior can be observed in Figure 3.14 for the Model B-II with a 58.0% increase in the resonant
frequency for εrx = 3. Figure 3.14 indicates the result of the model B-III, where the directional dielectric constant εrx and εry are varied from 100% to 20% of εrz . The resonant
frequency at 100% and 20% are 4.31 and 4.67 GHz, respectively, which indicates only a
minor change of 8%. Since the resonant frequency is not affected much by the variation of
lateral direction dielectric constants, results from Figures 3.13 and 3.14 are summarized in
Figures 3.16 and 3.17 for better understanding the effect of thickness direction dielectric
constants. Figure 3.16 illustrates the correlation between the thickness direction relative
permittivity and the resonant frequency for εrx = 3 and εrx = 4. The figure also includes the
thickness direction relative permittivity of printed substrates obtained from the experimental results and HFSS Model A. . It may be mentioned here that lateral direction relative
permittivity is different for different fill density. It is observed that resonant frequency f decreases nonlinearly with thickness direction relative permittivity for both εrx = 3 and εrx =
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Figure 3.14: ANSYS-HFSS results from Model B-I for constant εrx and εry and varied
εrz .In this case, εrx = εry = 3. The plot legend is formatted as εrx - εry -εrz .
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Figure 3.15: ANSYS-HFSS results from Model B-III for constant εrz and and varied εrx
and εrx .In this case, εrz = 3. The plot legend is formatted as εrx - εry .
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4. Results from Figure 3.16 are used to plot the permittivity εrz versus the inverse of the
square of resonant frequency

1
f2

and is shown in Figure 3.17.

Figure 3.16: Dependence of resonant frequency on thickness direction permittivity.
The results depicted from Figure 3.16 exemplify the linear relationship that complies
with Equation 3.3. From the above discussion, it can be inferred that the dependence of the
resonant frequency on the change in z (εrz ) direction dielectric constant is more effective
when compared to changes in the lateral x and y direction dielectric constants εrx and εry ,
respectively. The ANSYS-HFSS results exemplify that with the decrease in the material
density the resonant frequency increases. By changing the directional properties, the resonant frequency increases. By changing the directional properties, the resonant frequency
can be controlled. The dominant role of the dielectric constant in the thickness direction
in terms of patch antenna resonant frequency is due to such antenna’s mode of radiation.
The patch antenna radiates due to the fringing fields at the two opposite ends of the patch
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along a straight line that contains the feed. The fringing fields occur between the patch and
the ground plane, for example, along the thickness direction. So naturally dielectric con-

Figure 3.17: Correlation between thickness direction permittivity and inverse square resonant frequency.
stant variation along the thickness direction has a more pronounced effect on the resonant
frequency of the patch antenna.

3.5

Summery and Conclusion

Additive manufacturing technique allows the construction of orthotropic substrates that can
be leveraged to tune an antenna or enhance its overall performance. A three- dimensional
nondestructive visualization using X-ray microscope was immensely helpful in quantifying achieved micro- structural details for validation of 3D printed geometry and subsequent
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computational modeling. The relationship between dielectric properties and fill density for
3D printed ABS substrates has been characterized. The resonant frequencies of microstrip
patch antennas created on 3D printed ABS substrates with the core porosity of 66.5%,
45.6%, and 24.7% were found to be 5.68, 5.47, and 5.15 GHz for experimental and 5.61,
5.37, and 5.16 GHz for simulation, respectively. As the dielectric constant in the z direction was varied from 100% to 20% of εrx = 3 in one model and εrx = 4 in the other model,
the resonant frequency gradually increased about 47.3% and 58%, respectively. On the
contrary, for the model in which the directional dielectric constant εrx and εrx were varied from 100% to 20% of εrx = 3, there was only a small change of 8% in the resonant
frequency. These simulation results show that the thickness direction dielectric properties
have pronounced effect on patch antenna resonant frequency, while the lateral direction
properties have minimal effects. As the fringing fields for patch antennas occurs in the
thickness direction, resonant frequency of such antenna will be greatly affected by the
thickness direction dielectric constant. Thus, it can be concluded that care should be taken
in manipulating the thickness direction properties to design a substrate for patch antennas
to operate at particular frequencies.
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Chapter 4

Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) Based on Passive Antenna Sensor
This chapter was published in international Journal of RF and Microwave
Computer-Aided Engineering.29, no. 3 (2019), doi:org/10.1002/mmce.21649.

4.1

Passive Microstrip Patch Antenna Sensor

Different kinds of sensors can be used to monitor the structural health and work condition
including the strain, temperature, displacement, acceleration, humidity, etc.[78]. Strain
is one of the most significant signs of stress concentration and failure development [79].
Using cabled sensor with power supply is one of the challenges that face structural health
monitoring system. To date, a passive antenna sensor can be used for structural health
monitoring in domains such as construction, architecture, and aerospace in order to detect
any potential damage wirelessly. This process increases the safety and overall reliability
of the structure while simultaneously reducing maintenance costs [27], [42]. In order to
effectively use these planar resonators as strain sensors, any change in its radio frequency
(RF) performance under in-plane and thickness direction strains is to be clearly investigated
and quantified.
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4.2

Model Configuration

Flexible materials such as elastomers are widely used in electronic industry because of its
stretchability and deformation as compared with other types of rigid or brittle materials.
Printing metal on elastomer substrate could provide a novel structure with distinctive mechanical properties that allow them to compress, stretch, and bend. The performance and
the reliability of flexible electronics, specifically when bent or stretched, can have major
implications for future advancement in the field [37],[80]. All above requirements need an
effective bonding between the elastomer and the metal at the interface. There are several
methods that can be used to fabricate copper directly on to PDMS such as microtexturing, oxygen plasma treatment, and titanium adhesion layer [37]. Oxygen plasma treatment
increase the copper adhesion whereas the titanium improves the oxide bond of the metal
at the interface by increasing the adhesive strength as reported in [81]. The titanium oxide film does not change the dielectric properties of PDMS because the adhesion layer is
very thin [82]. Therefore, the effect of titanium is neglected through the simulation and
the bonding assumed to be ideal. In this work the microstrip patch antenna is considered
to work at high resonant frequency 7.3115 GHz as shown in Figure 4.1. The top layer is
the patch of the antenna that is made of a very thin sheet of copper material with the dimension of 30mm × 25mm. The feed line is chosen to be uniform with the dimension of
12.5mm × 5mm from the edge and input impedance matching of the antenna at 50 Ω. The
substrate is considered to be PDMS with the dimension of 50mm × 50mm and thickness
of 5 mm. The bonding between PDMS and copper is assumed to be ideal.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of patch antenna designed by HFSS.
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4.3

Modeling of Unstressed Structure for Resonant Frequency

First, Ansoft HFSS software is used to design and compute the resonant frequency of
the microstrip patch antenna before deformation. Driven modal is selected as a solution
type to calculate the mode- based S-parameter of high frequency microstrip patch antenna
[35]. Our group used this EM modeling scheme for patch antenna created on porous rigid
substrates and compared with experimental results [26],[83]. A good agreement was observed between the experimental and EM modeling results confirming the adopted numerical scheme. A 3D modeler window is utilized to model the object as shown in Figure 4.1.
In HFSS design, the patch is considered to be a thin layer of copper whose properties are selected from material editor and the bottom ground layer is considered as finite conductivity
boundaries. The excitation is assigned as lumped port and full port impedance is 50 Ω, to
help a signal enter or exit the antenna. The substrate is assigned as PDMS and the material
properties are taken from the built-in material library as shown in Table 4.1. Additionally,
the antenna is modeled and simulated before deformation by using COMSOL as shown in
Figure 4.2. The microstrip patch antenna is set at the center of air sphere that is involved in
the simulation. Perfect match layer (PML) has been used to assign the boundary conditions
of the external surface of sphere [84].
Table 4.1: The electrical properties of the materials used in COMSOL and HFSS simulation.
Type of material
Relative permittivity (εr )
Bulk conductivity (S/m)

COMSOL simulation
Substrate
Patch antenna
PDMS
Copper
2.75
1
0
5.99e07

HFSS simulation
Substrate
patch
PDMS
Copper
2.75
1
0
5.8e07

Both the top patch and the bottom ground sheet form a finite conductive boundary,
and the lumped port is assigned with the same impedance match of 50 Ω. The space inside
the sphere consists of air, the top patch is made of a copper material while, the substrate
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is set as PDMS. Normal mesh is used for the copper layer and the bottom ground plane.
Frequency independent material properties are used in both the simulations and are shown
in Table 4.1. These properties are already existed in the software material libraries that are
measured at 9.4 GHz.

Figure 4.2: Schematic of patch antenna designed by COMSOL.
The result with Ansoft HFSS is compared and the resonant frequency is investigated as
shown in Figure 4.3. The lowest peak of S11 is chosen to represent the resonant frequency.
Both Ansoft HFSS and COMSOL show exactly the same resonant frequency before applying the compression and bending loads on the antenna substrate.
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Figure 4.3: Simulated S parameters of the undeformed microstrip patch antenna by using
COMSOL and Ansoft HFSS.

4.4
4.4.1

Multiphysics Modeling Using COMSOL
Solid Mechanics Simulation to Produce a New Deformed Antenna

The main goal of the solid mechanics simulation is to find out deformed geometry of the
device because of compression and bending loads and reuse it in the subsequent EM wave
simulation in order to study the performance of the microstrip patch antenna after changing
the shape, allowing for the detection of the strain at different load levels. The COMSOL
considers the antenna as a solid object in order to get the deformed shape under the external
mechanical load. Type of element is selected to be free tetrahedral1 and both the substrate
and antenna materials are considered to be linear elastic. Figure 4.4 shows a discretized
model and Table 4.2 shows the mechanical properties of the copper and PDMS. The loss
tangent for PDMS is considered to be 0.015. Three separate loadings are considered: the
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compression load applied at the center (case I), the bending load applied along the substrate.
edge parallel to the antenna electrical length (case II), and the bending load applied along
the substrate edge parallel to the antenna width (case III). Loading and boundary conditions
for all three cases are shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.4: Copper patch and PDMS substrate are meshed using free tetrahedral element
in COMSOL for stress analysis.

Table 4.2: The mechanical properties of the materials using in COMSOL.
Type of material
PDMS
Copper

Modulus of elasticity (Pa)
750e03
110e09

Poisson’s ratio
0.49
0.35

Density (Kg/m3 )
970
8960

Since the PDMS is highly deformable, geometric nonlinearity is included in the mechanics simulation to formulate the equilibrium equation based on the deformed configuration in order to incorporate the effect of the changing geometry. A deformed geometry
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Figure 4.5: The boundary conditions of four cases. A, case I––compressive point load
applied at the patch center; B, case II––bending along the electrical width direction; C, D,
cases IIIa and IIIb––bending along electrical length direction with two different boundary
conditions.

for the peak deformation of 0.85 mm at the center is shown in Figure 4.6.
The “remesh deformed configuration” command is then used in COMSOL to use it
as input geometry in the subsequent EM simulation. Figures 4.7–4.10 are the deformed
contour plots at two different loads of 30 N, and 3 N/m. While solving highly nonlinear
problems, the COMSOL solver sometimes reports an error with no solution because of
large mesh distortion or stability issue. In such case, time dependent analysis works better
than a static analysis because inertia and damping help stabilize the model. Also, load
ramping is a robust way to find convergence by increasing the load gradually until finding
the points that solve the problem.
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Figure 4.6: Representative picture of a deformed microstrip patch antenna under a point
load for EM analysis in COMSOL.

Figure 4.7: Case I–contour plot of thickness direction deformation because of a compression load of −30 N.
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Figure 4.8: Case II–contour plots of strain in the electrical (a) width (εrx ), and (b) length
(εry ) directions because of a bending load of −3 N/m.

Figure 4.9: Case IIIa–contour plot of strain in the electrical length direction (εry ) because
of a bending load of −3N/m.
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Figure 4.10: Case IIIb–contour plot of strain in the electrical length direction (εry ) because
of a bending load of −3N/m.
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4.4.2

EM Wave Simulation of Deformed Antenna

Next, the COMSOL Multiphysics software is used to reanalyze the deformed microstrip
patch antenna. This is accomplished by reanalyzing the deformed antenna in the EM simulation after applying the compression and the bending loads. Figure 4.11 shows a representative EM model to analyze the deformed device under a center load of 45 N. All
four models are reanalyzed by utilizing EM waves, frequency domain with an adaptive frequency sweep. Additionally, the air sphere with diameter of 100 mm and a layer thickness
of 10 mm is considered. The deformed microstrip patch antenna is placed in the center of
sphere. Perfectly matched layer is assigned to the outer surface of the sphere as boundary
conditions. The top copper sheet as well as the ground plane are set to be perfect electric conductors. The lumped port is selected to be uniform. Copper is used to form the
patch whereas PDMS composes the substrate, additionally air is used in the air sphere. It
is important to note that the copper patch and the PDMS substrate are meshed using free
tetrahedral with maximum element size 4 mm and minimum 0.5 mm as shown in Figure
4.4.

4.5

Result and Discussion

Based on the transmission line model, the resonant frequency of a microstrip patch antenna
is calculated as[85].
1
c
f= √
2 εre Le 2∆Lo c

(4.1)

where, c is the speed of light, ∆Lo c is the line extension, and Le is the electrical length
which is defined as the dimension of the metallic patch along the direction of the radiation
mode, f is the frequency in Hz. The effective permittivity εef f of the substrate is given by
equation 3.2. where, εr is the dielectric constant of the material, d is the thickness, and W is
the width of the patch antenna. It is clear from Equation 4.1 that when the electrical length
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Figure 4.11: Deformed microstrip patch antenna reanalyzed in electromagnetic simulation
COMSOL.
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increases because of a positive mechanical strain in the electrical length direction εy the
resonant frequency decreases. For the negative εy , frequency will increase. An increase in
patch width for a positive width direction strain εx will cause a positive change in effective
permittivity thereby causing a reduction in frequency. Also, as the substrate thickness goes
down, effective permittivity increases according to Equation 3.2. This results in a decrease
in resonant frequency according to Equation 4.1. However, the influence of thickness and
width on frequency is weak as compared to the influence of εy according to Equations 4.1
and 3.2. The simulated S11 parameters for case I (point load at the patch center) at different
load levels are shown in Figure 4.12 as well as in Table 4.3. In this case, compressive load

Figure 4.12: COMSOL results of antenna S11 parameters at different level of compression
loads (case I).
varied up to maximum of 45 N generating a maximum thickness direction strain of 0.3.
The data in Table 6 is also plotted in Figure 4.13 that shows the variation of frequency with
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Table 4.3: COMSOL simulation results of resonant frequency at different levels of displacement because of compression load (case I).
Load (N)
0
5
10
15
20
30
35
40
45

Max strain,εz
0
0.03
0.07
0.1
0.13
0.2
0.23
0.27
0.3

Resonant
(GHz)
7.3115
7.3128
7.3153
7.3282
7.3441
7.3441
7.3661
7.3695
7.401

frequency

Return loss S11 (db)
-23.826
-23.614
-22.9458
-22.3058
-22.0077
-22.0077
-20.135
-18.9435
-18.6151

maximum thickness direction compressive strain (εz ).
It is clear from Figure 4.13 that the resonant frequency increases almost linearly with
an increase in strain εz . The frequency at the maximum load of 45 N or εz = 0.3 is found
to be 7.401 GHz, while the frequency for the undeformed patch is 7.3115 GHz. Thus,
maximum frequency shift is 1.22%. The simulation results obtained for case I is intuitively
correct. For the case I loading, strain εy in the patch is negative that causes the frequency
to go up However, the antenna frequency appears to increase because of a point load as it
is a weak function of thickness as discussed before. Figure 4.7 shows the contour plot of
thickness direction deformation. Figure 4.14 and Table 4.4 show the S11 parameter for the
antenna under case II loading that causes bending and positive strain in the electrical width
direction (εx ) in the patch. The frequency data shown in Table 4.4 are plotted against εx in
Figure 4.15. Here εx is calculated by averaging maximum and minimum width direction
strains within the patch. It is observed that the frequency decreases with applied load or
width direction strain. For example, a maximum bending load of 6 N/m or a total of 0.3 N
load causes a frequency shift of −0.16 GHz or −2.26%. As the patch is being subjected
to bending along patch width, the positive width direction strain Figure 4.8A causes the
patch width to increase. At the same time, the length direction strain appears to be also
positive as evidenced from the contour plot in Figure 4.8B. Increase in the patch width and
length resulting in a decrease in frequency according to Equations 4.1 and 4.2, although the
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Figure 4.13: Variation of frequency with maximum compressive strain (εz ) because of
compression loads (case I).
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Figure 4.14: COMSOL results of antenna S11 parameters at different level of width direction bending loads (case II).
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Table 4.4: COMSOL simulation results of resonant frequency at different levels of displacement because of the bending load in the direction of electrical width (case II loading).
Load (N)
0
2
3
3.5
4
6

Strain,εz
0
0.008
0.0175
0.028
0.035
0.0625

Resonant frequency (GHz)
7.3115
7.29
7.275
7.26
7.24
7.15

Return loss S11 (db)
-23.826
-23.070
-22.19
-21.873
-21.433
-19.012

influence of change in patch width is less than that of length.
The applied strain εy along the electrical length with fixed constraint in the left side
of patch antenna or the edge with feed line (case IIIa) Figure 4.5C does not influence the
resonant frequency as shown in Figure 4.16 because the values of strain are very small as
observed in Figure 9. In this case, the average length direction strain (εy ) for a load of 3
N/m is about 0.003 Figure 4.9 as compared to 0.015 for case II loading Figure 4.9B.

Figure 4.15: Variation of frequency with average width direction strain (εx ) within the
patch because of width direction bending loads (case II).
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However, when the right side of patch antenna or the edge with no feed line is constrained (case IIIb) Figure 4.5D, the frequency decreases with applied load as shown in
Figure 4.17. The results in Figure 4.17 are summarized in Table 4.5 and are graphed in
Figure 4.18. It is observed Figure 4.18 that an edge load of −6N/m or 0.3 N results in
the reduction of frequency from 7.3115 to 6.875 GHz or the frequency shift is −6%. As
evidenced in Figure 4.10 that the average length direction strain (εx ) within the patch is
about 0.025, which is higher than that for case II. Rationale behind the shifting frequency
can be explained in the same context as in case II except that the case IIIb loading causes
higher length direction strain within the patch.

Figure 4.16: COMSOL results of antenna S11 parameters because of length direction bending loads. The edge with feed line is constrained (case IIIa).
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Table 4.5: COMSOL simulation results of resonant frequency at different levels of displacement because of the bending load in the direction of electrical length with fixed constraint on the edge with no feed line (case IIIb loading).
Load (N)
0
-2
-4
-5
-6

Strain,εy
0
0.015
0.05
0.07
0.1

Resonant frequency (GHz)
7.3115
7.26
7.11
7.00
6.875

Return loss S11 (db)
-23.826
-22.78
-19.466
-17.512
-15.347

Figure 4.17: COMSOL results of antenna S11 parameters because of length direction bending loads. The edge with no feed line is constrained (case IIIb).
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Figure 4.18: Variation of frequency with average length direction strain (εy ) within the
patch because of length direction bending loads (case IIIb).

4.6

Summary and Conclusions

In this work, numerical technique is used to study the mechanical and EM behavior of
microstrip patch under the effect of the external load by using Ansoft HFSS and COMSOL.
The microstrip patch antennas consist of a copper patch with flexible PDMS substrate has
potential application in structural strain sensing. The COMSOL results of the compression
simulations (case I) show that the resonant frequency increases from 7.3115 GHz at (0
N) to 7.401 GHz at (45 N) and the results show that the resonant frequency increases
almost linearly with the z direction strain (εz ). For the Case II bending simulation, the
frequency decreases from 7.3115 GHz at (0 N/m) to 7.15 GHz at (6 N/m) when the load
is applied in the electrical width direction of the microstrip of patch antenna. Additionally,
the relationship between the resonant frequency and strain (εx ) is observed to be linear
because the strain is small. The resonant frequency remains almost unchanged when the
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bending is applied in the electrical length direction keeping the feed edge boundary fixed
(case IIIa) because of small in-plane strain. However, when the opposite side of the feed
edge is constrained (case IIIb) a high shifting frequency from 7.3115 GHz at 0 N/m to
6.875 GHz at 6 N/m is observed. Magnitude of the slopes of the frequency response plots
for cases I, II, and IIIb are 0.279 GHz/strain Figure 4.13, 2.506 GHz/strain Figure 4.15, and
4.446 GHz/strain Figure 4.18, respectively. Thus, the sensor sensitivity (slope divided by
the unstressed frequency of 7.3115 GHz) for the patch resonators are 0.0382/strain, 0.3427/
strain, and 0.6081/ strain for cases I, II, and IIIb, respectively. The resonant frequency in
the microstrip patch antenna is more sensitive when the load is applied along the electrical
length than (case IIIb) the electrical width direction (case II) and the relationship between
strain and resonant frequency is extremely linear. It can be concluded that the microstrip
patch antenna is capable to serve as a sensor to measure the deformation of the structure
under the compression and bending loads.
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Chapter 5

Inkjet Printing of Nanosilver (UTDAg) on PEEK Substrate
This chapter was accepted to publish in the Journal of Manufacturing Processes.

5.1

Aim and Scope

For uniform and ideal inkjet printing of liquid phase materials on substrates, the jetting
parameters are required to be optimized to generate desired drop in term of volume and
speed. In this work, different jetting device parameters such as waveform dwell voltage
and frequency are tested at different platform velocity using fly mode printing with burst
to print lines on semicrystalline polyether ether ketone (PEEK) substrate. The ink used in
this case is high conductive nanosilver supplied by UT Dots, Inc. (UTDAg) to investigate
its feasibility to be printed on PEEK. The jetting parameters control and change the size of
generated droplet [60]. The high velocity that used for the flight passes (X-Y plate) with
small drop spacing size creates effective frequency for droplet generation [86]. For uniform
printing the jetting parameters including five times for “Rise”, “Dwell”, “Fall”, Echo” and
“Final rise” and three voltage levels “Idle”, “Dwell” and “Echo” should be adjusted at
effective frequency to form a good droplet in term of speed and shape. The good strategy
to obtain ideal droplet is to focus more on the dwell time and dwell voltage and decreasing
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the last leads to reduce satellites and ligament of droplet. Additionally, the backpressure
can influence the generation of the drop, but it is not controlled by the jetlab program and
can be done manually.
To date, several types of substrates have been used to integrate electronic components
as a package such as, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), polyetheretherketone (PEEK), polyimide (PI), and polyvinyledenedifluorid (PVDF) [87]. and utilized as a structural material
and an encapsulant for sensors too. PEEK has been used in several applications such as
biomedical [24] aerospace, and electronics [25] because of its favorable mechanical properties and its ability to integrate electrical components. Additionally, semicrystalline PEEK
is an aromatic thermoplastic polymer that has melting point of 343 C and glass transition
temperature of 145 C and can be fabricated to different shape and size to produce engineering components in various areas including electrical and automotive [88]. Yiheng et al.[87]
found that PEEK has a good RF transparency, light weight, low cost and easy processing,
and has density 1.32 g/cm which is compatible with human body. It has stable dielectric
constant between 3.1 and 3.6 when frequency sweeps from 50Hz to 50KHz.
Electronic implants including a pacemakers usually are made of metal or ceramic as a
package, but it is cost more. PEEK is a great candidate for implant manufacturers because
it can be easily machined and injection-molded. Therefore, the goal of this study is to
investigate the feasibility of inkjet printing of Ag nanosilver ink on semicrystalline (PEEK)
substrate at different printing parameters and specified jetting device to print uniform and
even conductive lines and check the compatibility of UTDAg nanosilver ink with PEEK
substrate to use it as suitable platform for electronic components. In this work, Jetlab R 4xl
inkjet printer by MicroFab Technologies with nozzle diameter of 60µm is used to print the
conductive silver lines. First, Printing on fly in script with burst mode (single burst) is used
to fabricate six lines on PEEK substrate at different drop spacing keeping the stage velocity
same. After printing, the printed substrate was placed in an oven at 120 C for one hour.
The line uniformity and nanoscale surface morphology data obtained from an optical
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microscope and a Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), respectively, are then examined
to make decision on good drop spacing. This line spacing is then used to print three different lines at three different stage velocities to find out the optimum condition for printing
uniform line. Also, adhesion test is performed by using soaking and ultrasonication test to
investigate the compatibility between the nanosilver ink and the PEEK substrate [89]. At
the end, the resistance of optimized line is measured using Keithley digital multimeters.

5.2

Materials

The nanosilver ink delivered by UT Dots, Inc (UTDAg) is based on silver nanoparticles
with particle size 10 nm, and nanosilver concentration of 25 - 60 wt%. The viscosity of
the ink is 11 cP and the bulk resistivity of the silver ink is 10 µΩ-cm when sintered at 120
C for 60 minutes. The ink has relatively low sintering temperature as compared to other
inks. The polyetherketone (PEEK) sheet produced by Goodfellow Cambridge Limited has
thickness of 1 mm and is opaque grey color. The surface is polished on one side and dull
on the other side.

5.3

The Inkjet Printer

Figure 5.1 shows the print station Jetlab R 4xl that uses jetlab program to control the pulse
generation and motion stages in X, Y and Z direction. The X-Y stage has printable area of
210 × 260mm that carries the substrate onto which ink is dispensed while stage Z handles
the jetting device, the reservoir and the vertical camera. The vertical camera is used to
assign the desired spot for printing on the substrate. Additionally, the manual Z stage is
used to control the height of print head which carry the jetting device that has a diameter
of 60 µm orffice. At the maintenance position and above the waste bucket, the horizontal
camera (observation camera) is used to observe the drop formation and dispensed fluid
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from the jetting device. The strobe light is placed in horizontal line with the observation
camera and the tip of jetting device to make strobed illumination to freeze the droplet image
to control the volume and the speed of the droplet. After filling the reservoir with ink and

Figure 5.1: (a) Jetlab R 4xl print station; (b) 60µm jetting device assembly.
ensure the tip of jetting device is clean, small positive pressure is applied to make sure the
ink is running out of the nozzle to generate a droplet. Then the pressure is lowered manually
to -14 mmHg until the ink stops running and starts adjusting the droplet. When the ink
reaches the tapered area of the jetting head, the actuating cannot jet the fluid because the
energy is low and the only way for fluid to be dispensed requires to be flush at the orffice
face of the nozzle. Therefore, the hydrostatic pressure in DOD inkjet printer should be
negative to maintain the ink flush during the operation [90]. Jetlab R 4xl printer offers two
style of printing, printing on the fly in script and printing on position. For this work, we
utilized printing on the fly in script or fly mode printing for which printing recipe is written
in document by the user and read and executed by the jetlab program. The script file is
straightforward document which can be edited by Notepad or WordPad. Printing on the fly
in scripts is controlled by the presence of a legitimate on-the-fly shift standardization and
also the command “set fly” within the script file. The velocity utilized for fly is controlled
within the command “set fly”. The total syntax of the “set fly” command is: set fly <state>
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<velocity> <burstcount> <stepsize>. For <state> on, printing on the fly is activated.
For ¡state¿ off, printing on fly is not activated and the print on position will be activated
automatically by stopping at each desired location before jetting droplets [86]. The stage
velocity in mm/s in the x-y plane to be employed and for burst count, 0 means no burst
is used. At every spot location, one droplet is jetted in restraint to a trigger issued by the
motion controller and 1 means use burst to print. The frequency used by the jet controller
is calculated from the step size in x direction in the array and the fly velocity.

5.4

Printing of Conductive Lines

The printer offers three types of pulse shapes to control the droplet formation: standard
wave, sine wave and multiwave, traditionally, standard wave (bipolar) is used [86]. For the
present study, the standard wave Figure 5.2 is selected as pulse shape for printing lines that
includes eight parameters: rise time 1, dwell time, fall time, echo time, rise time 2 were
set 6 µs, 30 µs, 7 µs, 40 µs and 3 µs, respectively and idle voltage, dwell voltage and echo
voltage were set 0 V, 24.0 V and -24 V, respectively. The dwell voltage affects the jetting
velocity.

Figure 5.2: Pulse shape parameters to generate the desired droplet.
In Jetlab R 4xl printer, two digital pulses are required to measure the velocity of the
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droplet. First pulse is utilized as trigger signal to create the waveform and the second is
used to control the LED light which is synchronized with the jetting signal. The delay time
in the second pulse makes the droplet frozen in the image to measure its velocity. With
the scale of 41.6 µm/div and the number of division a droplet fell observed by horizontal
camera, the velocity of droplet was determined to be 1.456 m/s by using equation 5.1.

Drop velocity =

Camera scale(µm/div) × Drop distance(div)
Fixed delay(µs)

(5.1)

The velocity of droplet changes according to the voltage and dwell time. Figure 5.3 shows
that at dwell time 30 µs, the velocity of droplet increases when the dwell voltage increases.
It was observed that the generated droplet will have satellite above the dwell voltage of 24
V for UTDAg ink at the given concentration.

Figure 5.3: Pulse shape parameters to generate the desired droplet.
Figure 5.4 shows the droplet conditions at two different dwell voltages, above 24 V (a
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droplet with satellite in Figure 5.4a, and at 24 V (well-rounded droplet in Figure 5.4b. It is
recommended that the printing is to be done with conditions so that the droplets are formed
with no satellites. For example, instability of a printed line due to the satellite-generated
droplets (a & b) Figure 5.5 shows the effect of satellite on the stability of the printed line.
It worth mentioning that increasing the viscosity of nanosilver ink leads to dampen the
acoustic waves used to generate droplet and high voltage is needed to overcome the effect
of jetting orifice diameter and generate droplets at a particular velocity [22]. By using the

Figure 5.4: Droplet formation (a) droplet with satellite (b) uniform droplet.
above mentioned parameters six single-pass, one layer lines are first printed at six different
droplet spacing at a fixed X-Y stage velocity of 20 mm/s Table 5.1. All these lines are
created single pass, in this case, on fly in script printing mode with single burst is used
to control the dispensing velocity.In burst mode (single burst), the jet controller uses the
frequency by dividing the velocity of stage over the drop spacing. Before printing, the
PEEK substrate was cleaned with deionized water and air-dried. No additional surface
treatments were done on the substrate. Next three separate single-pass, one layer lines are
printed at stage velocity of 30 mm/s, 40 mm/s, and 50 mm/s using the drop spacing of 0.08
mm. Finally, three additional lines are printed at 50 mm/s and 0.08 mm drop spacing using
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Figure 5.5: Instability of a printed line due to the generated droplets with (a) satellites, and
(b) no satellites for drop spacing of 60 µm and stage velocity of 20 mm/s.
Table 5.1: The parameters of six lines are printed on PEEK substrate at 20 mm/s.
Line no
1
2
3
4
5
6

Drop spacing size (µm)
100
85
80
70
60
50

Frequency (Hz)
200
235.3
250
285.7
333.3
400

one, three, and four layers.

5.5

Physical and Electrical Characterization

Wild M400 photomicroscope connected to desktop computer is used to capture the optical
micrograph of printed lines. Figures 5.6 shows optical microscope images of six lines (Line
1 through Line 6) printed at stage velocity of 20 mm/s, and drop spacing of 100 µm, 85
µm, 80 µm, 70 µm , 60 µm, and 50 µm. All printed lines have 10 mm length. A DektakXT
profilometer by Bruker was used to scan all the printed lines in the width direction at three
different locations along the length for each sample. A typical width direction profile is
shown in Figure 5.7 for line number 3. The profilometer data was used to calculate the
average thickness and the width of the six lines. Figure 5.8 shows the variation of width
with drop spacing at a stage velocity of 20 mm/s. As expected, lower the drop spacing
higher the width of the line and vice versa. However, Lines 4, 5 and 6 with spacing of 70,
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60, and 50 µm, respectively, show more instability with width standard deviation 36.956
µm, 21.4225 µm, 30.212 µm, and thickness standard deviation 95.46 nm, 59.3 nm, 66.583
nm because in printed lines the instability happens at the small droplet spacing and the
low stage velocity [13]. Also, in Figure 5.5 (c) before curing was found to be unstable by
generating bulges with a ridge of nanosilver ink connected between them due to the small
drop spacing and low stage velocity.
, 32.46 µm, 26.83 nm

Figure 5.6: Optical micrograph showing six lines fabricated on PEEK substrate at 20 mm/s
stage velocity and different droplet spacing (Table 5.1).

Figure 5.7: Profile of single layer Line 3 (printed with drop spacing 80 µm and 20 mm/s
stage velocity) showing average thickness 725.2 nm and average line width 270 µm.
Since the instability of the printed line is a function of small drop spacing and low
substrate velocity, increasing drop spacing will eliminate one factor of instability as shown
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in Figure 5.6. Line 3 that shows more uniformity with width and thickness standard deviation 8.2748 µm and 17.547 nm respectively. Increasing the drop spacing to the critical
value will make the line unstable as shown in Figure 5.6 Line 1 [50]. Figure 5.8 also shows
the variation of average thickness of six lines at different drop spacing. Average thickness
was calculated over the width (the middle shaded area in Figure 5.7) that involves peaks
at two sides and a valley in the middle. The presence of the peak and the valley is called
coffee ring effect. When the droplet dries fast enough, the nanoparticles of the ink resort
to accumulate at the air-liquid interface rather than accumulating in the interior [91]. Also,
the deposited ink at the edge of the line dries faster than the center because the edge has
smaller quantity of fluid than the center [21]. Decreasing the drop spacing of the line in-

Figure 5.8: Variation of average line width and thickness with drop spacing of the six lines
printed at stage velocity of 20 mm/s.
creases the thickness thus Line 6 with 50 µm drop spacing has average thickness of 974.6
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nm while Line 1 with 100 µm drop spacing has average thickness of 656.6 nm. Again, as
the drop spacing decreases or overlapping of droplets increases, more ink is deposited at
any given location resulting in higher width. Both the average thickness and width appear
to plateau beyond 100 µm spacing because the size of the droppings as they are deposited
on the substrate surface is approximately 250 µm (for the nozzle diameter of 60 µm). Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) is used to study the morphology of nanoparticle for the
six lines as shown in Figure 5.9. Nanoparticles of Line 1, Line 5 and Line 6 appear to be
agglomerated and large compared to the other lines Figures 5.9a, 5.9e, and 5.9f. Also, Line
6 (Figure 5.9f) shows that there is empty space among the nanoparticles and the distribution is not uniform. Line 5 (Figure 5.9e) has also random spaces between particles although

Figure 5.9: Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images: (a) Line 1, 100 µm spacing, (b),
Line 2, 85 µm spacing, (c) Line 3, 80 µm spacing, (d) Line 4, 70 µm spacing, (e) Line 5,
60 µm spacing, and (f) Line 6, 50 µm spacing.
they are relatively smaller than line 6. Lines 2, 3 and 4 have uniform nanoparticles distribution; however, Line 3 with drop spacing size 80 µm shows more uniform along the length
as evidenced from Figure 5.6.
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Table 5.2: The parameters at three higher stage velocity with the same drop spacing of 80
µm.
Line no
3-1
3-2
3-3

X-Y velocity mm/s
30
40
50

Frequency (Hz)
375
500
625

High stage velocity for printing on fly generates high effective frequency for droplet
generation for to keep the droplet spacing constant [86] and the stability and uniformity
of the printed line bead can be controlled by two limiting factors, the droplet spacing and
the printer stage velocity [50]. Because the critical droplet spacing (in this case 80 µm)
ensures that the sufficient amount of ink is deposited at any given point within the printed
line on the substrate surface. On the other hand, the stage velocity influences the flight path
and pattern of the nozzle ejected droplets before they reach the substrate. Furthermore, the
printed line at high stage velocity will have small time to be unstable than the printed line
at low stage velocity because the contact angle will be small, and the droplet takes small
time to spread on the substrate before reaching the equilibrium state. It is important to note
that the first printed drop in the line does not have precursor droplet so the tail oscillation
from another droplet cannot be seen and the droplet has clear volume and velocity of falling
on the substrate. Therefore, the velocity of stage for printing on fly should be increased.
Increasing the frequency that used by jet controller will decrease the width of the line
because when the frequency is high, the duration time will be short, and this will lead to
generate small drop. Therefore, Line 3 in Figure 5.6 that shows more uniformity and is
considered to be optimized are printed at higher stage velocity of 30 mm/s, 40 mm/s and
50 mm/s keeping the drop spacing of 80 µm as shown in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.10.
It is confirmed that as the stage velocity increased, Line (c) shows more uniformity.
Finally, the electrical resistance of optimized line (Line c printed at 50 mm/s stage velocity
and 80 µm drop spacing) was measured by a Keithley digital multimeter model 2401 and
was found to be 134 Ω. To check the adhesion between the printed silver ink and the PEEK
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Figure 5.10: Optical micrograph of optimized Line 3 at drop spacing of 80 µm and different
stage velocity of (a) 30 mm/s, (b) 40 mm/s and (c) 50 mm/s respectively.

substrate, a soaking test was performed on the sample 3-3, Line c prepared at 50 mm/s stage
velocity and 80 µm spacing. The sample was soaked in distilled water for 2 hours at room
temperature. The sample is then sonicated in the same distilled water for 15 minutes using
an ultrasonic cleaner Baxter. The as-printed line and after the soaking and an ultrasonic
test are shown in Figure 5.11. The result shows that there is no change after the test and the
line did not degrade.

Figure 5.11: Adhesion test of printed line at 80 µm drop spacing and 50 mm/s stage velocity: as -printed, after soaking, and ultrasonication test.
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The optimum condition of 50 mm/s stage velocity and 80 µm drop spacing is then
used to print two different lines with three and four layers. Figure 12 shows the end and the
middle of the optimized line at different layers, and all lines are printed even and uniform.
The thickness and width of the printed one layer Figure 5.10c, three layer (Figure 5.12a,
and 5.12b), and four layer Figures 5.12c, and 5.12d were measured using the same profilometer. The measurement was done at three different locations for each line and average
thickness and width were calculated. Figure 5.13 shows the profilometer reading of the
four-layer line Figures 5.12c and 5.12d. The shape of the thickness profile appears to be
different than the one-layer line shown previously in Figure 5.7. The multilayer layer line
has peak thickness in the middle as opposed to the one-layer line and the coffee rings have
diminished. The additional layers deposited on the first layer do not have direct interaction
with the substrate, hence, there is no agglomeration of nanoparticles near the edges.

Figure 5.12: Optical micrograph shows the end and the middle of the two lines at drop
spacing size 80 µm, and 50 mm/s fly velocity; however, with different number of layers: (a
& b) three layer, and (c & d) four layers.
Figure 5.14 shows the average width and thickness of optimized line with different
number of layers. Both the width and thickness of the line increase with the number of
layers as more ink is deposited for more layers. The average thickness for one-layer, three101

layer, and four-layer lines are 431.33 nm, 698 nm and 805.3 nm, respectively. On the other
hand, the average width for one-layer, three-layer, and four-layer lines are 266.4 µm, 516
µm and 670.3 µm respectively.

Figure 5.13: Profilometer reading of the four-layer printed at drop spacing 80 µm and 50
mm/s stage velocity.
From the average thickness and the width, the approximate cross section can be calculated to be 114, 360, and 539 µm2 , respectively, for one-layer, three-layer, and four-layer
lines. The cross-sectional area appears to vary linearly with the number of layers Figure
5.15 although neither the thickness nor the width is directly proportional to the number of
layers Figure 5.14.

5.6

Summary and Conclusions

Feasibility of inkjet printing of Ag nanoink on semicrystalline (PEEK) substrate at different
printing parameters has been investigated. To achieve a uniform printing, optimized jetting
parameters need to be set precisely. Increasing the velocity of stage (X-Y) leads to increase
the printing frequency at desired jetting parameter to perform even and smooth printing for
electronics. Semicrystalline PEEK material shows good compatibly with silver nanoparti-
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Figure 5.14: The average width and thickness of the lines printed with number of different
layers at 80 µm drop spacing and 50mm/s stage velocity.

Figure 5.15: The average cross-sectional area of the lines printed with number of different
layers at 80 µm drop spacing and 50mm/s stage velocity.
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cles ink (UTDAg) and suitable substrate for direct printing of electronic components. The
resistance of single layer printed lines with optimum condition (80 µm drop spacing and
50 mm/s stage velocity) is comparatively high because one layer is printed, and the line
is very thin. However, the resistivity ρ calculated using resistance of 134 Ω , length of 10
mm and cross section area of 114 µm2 is (1.53 × 10 −5 Ω.cm), which is within the range of
resistivity value (1 × 10 −5 Ω.cm) supplied by the ink vendor UT Dots In the future work,
we will increase the temperature of the substrate during the printing process to reduce the
coffee ring effect of the lines. Also, mechanical load can be applied to check the robustness
of the line and the electrical response.
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Chapter 6

Inkjet Printing of Nanosilver (UTDAg) on Kapton Substrate
This chapter was published in the Journal of Materials Advances. 2020,
doi:10.1039/doma00048e.

6.1

Aim and Scope

In recent years, the printed electronics field has received attention due to the possibility of
fabricating low cost, light weight and fast prototyping electronic devices on flexible substrate using surface printing approaches. Today, different potential processes are used to
fabricate these electronic devices such as inkjet printing, screen printing, aerosol jet, flexography, and gravure printing [92]. In inkjet printing technique, various types of inks are
deposited and patterned through micrometer jetting devices (nozzles) on the substrate [1].
This technique can be classified into two main categories: continuous (CIJ) and drop on
demand (DOD) inkjet printer. The benefit of this technology is to quickly create structures
for integrated circuits like patterns. lines, contacts and dots with very small dimensions.
To date, common inkjet printers depend on the drop generation process, called drop on demand (DOD) inkjet printer that is widely used in many applications, including integrated
electronic components such as sensors [93], actuators, antennas, and solar cells. In this
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technology, the compatibility of the nanoparticle ink and the substrate is a big challenge
especially when a poor adhesive substrate is used. Additionally, controlling the behavior of
the droplet is substantial to get uniform printed patterns.In this mode of printing the waveform that generate droplet can be derived thermally, piezoelectrically, and electrostatically.
In printed electronic devices, several engineering constraints must be excellently controlled to enhance their electrical roles such as narrow, even, smooth and straight lines.
Furthermore, fabricating high density integrated circuits with small features demands high
resolution printing. To print stable lines using inkjet printing, individual drops are printed
on a substrate so that they merge. Thus, the bead line must stay stable until it becomes a
solid. Today, piezoelectrical drop-on-demand inkjet printing is an effective tool for deposition of microdroplets of variety of liquids onto a surface and provides a good control over
inks deposition. In this technique, high quality printing depends on the jetting parameters
that design the shape of the selected waveform voltage to precisely control the generated
droplet from the nozzle in term of speed, size and uniformity. Also, the spread behavior of the printed droplet on the surface of the substrate must be well controlled to obtain
best quality printing. For increasing the current capacity, printed conductive lines must be
uniform and narrow width. For inkjet technology, jetting performance must be precisely
controlled to be applicable in several applications. Therefore, in this work, we focus on the
effect of jetting parameters of Jetlab R 4xl inkjet printer to design optimal waveform voltage that deform the shape of piezoelectrical actuator to generate an ideal droplet of silver
nanoink (UTDAg) with maximum speed, ideal size, uniform shape without satellite and
ligament. Then, the effect of high stage velocity deposition on the quality of printing lines
and droplets printed on Kapton substrate is understood to print uniform conductive lines
with different droplet spacing values and stage velocities.
The main objective of this work is to find the optimal waveform voltage that generates
an ideal droplet and study the effect of high stage velocity printing on the spread behavior
of the ejected droplet on Kapton substrate in order to increase the quality of inkjet printing.
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In this experimental work, Jetlab R 4xl inkjet printer by MicroFab Technologies with nozzle
diameter of 60 µm is used to print on fly in script lines of silver nanoink (UTDAg) with
droplet spacing 50 µm, 60 µm, 70 µm, 80 µm, 90 µm and 100 µm and stage velocity 20
mm/s, 30 mm/s, 40 mm/s and 50 mm/s using two different bipolar waveform voltages.
Then, to check the spread behavior of individual printed droplet on Kapton substrate, four
lines are printed at the same time using same jetting parameters with droplet spacing 250
µm and stage velocity 20 mm/s, 30 mm/s, 40, mm/s and 50 mm/s respectively. All printed
lines were cured in the oven at 140 C for one hour. The profile thicknesses of uniform
printed lines using waveform2, droplet spacing 50 µm, 60 µm, 70 µm, 80 µm, 90 µm, 100
µm and 50 mm/s stage velocity were scanned at three different locations to measure the
average width and thickness. Also, we measured the areas of individual printed droplets
with droplet spacing 250 µm and stage velocity 20 mm/s, 30 mm/s, 40, mm/s and 50 mm/s
to investigate how the droplet spreads on Kapton substrate until reaches its equilibrium.
Finally, the resistances of printed line using waveform 2 with droplet spacing 100 µm and
stage velocity 50 mm/s were measured at curing temperature 140 C, and 160 C.

6.2

Pulse Shape Effects on Droplet Formation

The waveform shape has a much influence on the droplet dispensing process, and controlling the speed and the size of ejected droplets [62]. For best quality printing, droplet
formation must be controlled to generate ideal droplet without satellite and ligament. To
achieve this, either we modify the ink properties such as viscosity and surface tension or
modify jetting parameters to generate optimal waveform to drive the jetting device [59].
Note that high viscosity ink requires a high voltage to generate the drops from the nozzle. Also, the weight and the velocity of generated drops is lower for high viscosity ink.
This characteristics dampens the acoustic waves that create satellites with the drops and
the drops ejected from the nozzle become more stable. Jetlab R 4xl inkjet printer shown in
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Figure 5.1 offers three types of waveform voltages to control the ink formation: bipolar
(standard wave), unipolar (multiwave) and sine wave. In this work, bipolar waveform was
used to control the droplet formation of silver nanoink (UTDAg). Eight jetting parameters
including five times for “Rise”, “Dwell”, “Fall”, Echo” and “Final rise” and three voltage
levels “Idle”, “Dwell” and “Echo” should be determined properly at effective frequency to
design this waveform. As shown in Figure 5.2 bipolar waveform voltage consists of two
square wave pulses sequentially positive and negative with long idle time level. The high
difference between positive and negative voltage produced as solution to avoid pushing the
voltage to high value especially when high viscosity ink is used that needs a high voltage to
generate and eject the droplet. The negative part of bipolar works as a suction to withdraw
the residual pressure to suppress generated satellite and ligament which resulted from the
remaining fluid pressure [94]. The positive part demonstrates the effect of generated pressure waves from rising and falling sections on droplet formation based on the relationship
between dwell time and dwell efficient. The dwell efficient is a dwell time that increase
the velocity of generated droplet. Dwell time changes the phase pressure waves and the
difference between dwell time and dwell efficient influences jetting behavior due to a little
out of phase pressure wave [55]. It ought to be noticed that when the voltage increase from
zero to maximum level at rising time, the piezoelectric actuators expands creating negative pressure wave and when the voltage decreases from high level to zero at falling time,
piezoelectric actuators contracts creating positive pressure wave [95]. To understand the
relationship between the dwell time and the dwell efficient, three cases should be explained
as shown in Figures 6.1a, 6.1b, and 6.1c. In case (a): when the dwell time is shorter than
the dwell efficient, positive pressure wave is generated from falling section and this wave
represents the maximum pressure that reaches the actuator first followed by the minimum
pressure generated from rising section. Not that, the generated droplet consists of two parts
as shown in Figure 6.1a, first part represents the main drop which effected more by the
maximum positive pressure and probably has a high speed. The second part of the droplet
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Figure 6.1: Dwell time effect on generated droplet (a) Dwell time is shorter than dwell
efficient (b) Dwell time is equal to dwell efficient and (c) Dwell time is longer than dwell
efficient.
represents the satellite that influenced more by minimum pressure generated from rising
time, thus it will have low speed. in this case, merging between main droplet and satellite
cannot happen so, this case is not perfect for printing. In case (b): when the dwell time
is equal to the dwell efficient, both generated pressure waves reach the piezoelectrical actuator at the same time so the pressure will maximize and the generated droplet will be
uniform and has the high jetting speed, thus this case is considered perfect for printing but
it is amplified. In case (c): when dwell time is longer than dwell efficient, negative pressure
wave is generated from rising time reaches first to the actuator followed by stronger pressure from falling time so, the main drop will be affected more by the minimum pressure
wave, thus it has lower jetting speed and the satellite has faster speed because it is effected
more by the maximum pressure. In this case, merging happens between main droplet and
satellite to form one droplet so, increase dwell time will increase the size of the generated
droplet. This case is considered an effective case for printing because it prevents satellite
and ligament from happening.
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6.3
6.3.1

Materials and Sample Preparation
Materials

The silver nanoink (UTDAg) produced by UTDots, Inc is based on silver nanoparticles.
The ink has particle size 10 nm, 25 – 60 % nanosilver concentration and 11 cP viscosity.
The bulk resistivity of silver nanoink is 10 µ Ω.cm when sintered at 120 C for 60 minutes.
The sintering temperature of the ink is low as compared with other type of ink. Kapton
Polymide substrate sheet delivered by Fortex Engineering Ltd that has dimension 6”W ×
6”L×0.005” thickness. Isopropyl alcohol was used to clean the surface of Kapton substrate
because it has no effect on the surface properties [96].

6.3.2

Inkjet printer Jetlab R 4xl

Jetlab program is used to control the Jetlab R 4xl print station which produced by MicroFab
Technologies. The printer has microjet jetting device which developed in Microfab as well
and operated with three motion stages X, Y and Z. The two stages X-Y carry the platform
with printable area 210 × 260mm, the horizontal observation camera, waste bucket and the
LED light. The stage Z carries the jetting device that has a diameter of 60 µm orffice, the
vertical or inspection camera and the ink reservoir. Also, it is used to control the height of
print head regarding to the substrate. The vertical camera is used to select the desired spot
on the substrate for printing and the movement occurs by clicking the joystick off button
in motion tab and simulated joystick which use mouse to move the vertical camera in X
and Y direction. The horizontal or observation camera is mounted on Y axis and placed
horizontally on the same line with jetting device tip and a strobe light to control the drop
formation, thus strobed illumination is required to freeze the drop image and estimate its
velocity as well. At maintenance position, first the reservoir was filled with distilled water
and ejected by increasing the pressure manually to more than 800 mmHg to make sure
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the nozzle is clean and not clogged as shown in Figure 6.2. Then, we filled the reservoir
with silver nanoparticle ink and set up the pressure manually to the positive value about 24
mmHg to make sure the ink is running out of the nozzle. Finally, the pressure is lowered
to negative value to overcome the pressure and stop running the ink out of the nozzle and
starts generating and controlling the droplet formation by adjusting the jetting parameters
and frequency from the jet setup and the pressure manually. The negative pressure here is
used to maintain the ink flushing at the orffice face of the nozzle because without flushing
the piezoelectric actuator will not be able to jet the ink due to the low energy.

Figure 6.2: Nozzle with different cases (a) clogged (b) Not clean and (c) clean.
Two methods of printing can be used in Jetlab R 4xl, printing on position and printing
on fly. In printing on position, stopping is necessary at each single spot location before
jetting the droplets and multiple droplets can be dispensed onto the desired spot so, the
time of printing will be longer. In this work, we used printing on fly in script that is
controlled by the command “set fly” to control the velocity of x- y stages which utilized
for flight passes. The printing code is written by the user and read by the jetlab program
and edited by Notepad or WordPad. The syntax of command “set fly” is: set fly <state>
<velocity> <burstcount> <stepsize>. When the state is on, printing on fly is turn on and
when state is off, printing on position is turn on. Velocity represent the stage velocity in
mm/s that used for printing on fly and for burst count, the value zero means at every single
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Table 6.1: Meaning of parameters used between “beginpolycurve” and “endpolycurve”.
Parameters
<type>
<step>
<angle>
<margin>
<option1>
<option2>
<x1>
<y1>

Value
0
From 50 to 100 µm
0
0
Floating point
Floating point

Description
Print only straight lines
Drop spacing along the line
To rotate the figure about starting point
Not used for <type> = 0
Unidirectional printing
Not used in Jetlab R 4xl yet
X coordinate in mm
Y coordinate in mm

location, single droplet is dispensed and value one means multiple droplets are dispensed
onto the single spot. Finally, step size is used when the burst count is more than one[18].
For straight line and rectangles, jetlab program provide a structure called “polycurve”, this
structure can be used in script. The command syntax is used to print the lines in this work
and the meaning of data line between beginpolycurve and endpolycurve for printed lines
shown in Table 6.1:
beginpolycurve <type> <step> <angle> <margin> <option1> <option2>
<x1> <y1>
Endpolycurve

6.3.3

Printing of conductive lines

Two bipolar waveforms (standard wave) are created to control the generated droplet from
60 µm nozzle to print lines onto Kapton substrate with different droplet spacing and different stage velocity. Waveform1 is designed by setting up the jetting parameters including
dwell time 23 µs, positive /negative voltage 22 V and total length 42 µm as shown in Figure
6.3a at frequency 480 Hz and backpressure -18 mmHg. Waveform2 is designed by setting
up the jetting parameters including dwell time 33 µs, positive /negative voltage 24 V and
total length 91 µm as shown in Figure 6.3b at frequency 600 Hz and backpressure -14
mmHg. Note that jetting parameters must be determined at the effective frequency [86].
In Jetlab R 4xl printer, to adjust the size and the velocity of generated droplet, two digital
pulses are required. The main pulse was used as a trigger signal for jetting and the second
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signal (strobe pulse) that triggered from the main pulse used to control the LED light [55].

Figure 6.3: Setup jetting parameters to generate (a) Waveform 1 (b) Waveform 2.
The relative timing between the strobe pulse and the main pulse is different due to the
delay between the two signals and since the duration of second pulse is fixed above 5 µs,
this will make the droplet falling from the nozzle to be frozen in the view of observation
camera, that include a vertical scale about 41.66 µm between two tick marks to visually
estimate the droplet velocity by observing the position of droplet on the scale. The velocity
of generated droplet from waveform one and two was estimated to be 1.25 m/s and 1.56
m/s respectively by using equation 5.1 and the size of generated droplet was measured to
be 41.666 µm and 61.23 µm by developing Open CV method in previous work based on
edge detection of generated droplet[97]. The best strategy to generate good pulse shape
is to focus more on dwell time and dwell voltage and decrease dwell voltage can help to
prevent the satellite and ligament. Therefore, increase the dwell voltage above 22 V and
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Table 6.2: The parameters of six lines are printed on Kapton substrate at 20 mm/s, 30 mm/s,
40 mm/s, and 50 mm/s using two waveform.
Line no
1
2
3
4
5
6

Droplet spacing size (µm)
50
60
70
80
90
100

24V for the two waveforms, satellites appear.
By using two waveforms and jetting parameters mentioned above, lines printed on
Kapton substrate at six different droplet spacing and four different X-Y stage velocity as
shown in Table 6.2. Then, Waveform 2 is used to print four lines at 250 µm and different
X-Y stage velocity including 20 mm/s, 30mm/s, 40 mm/s and 50 mm/s. Every one of these
lines are made single pass and fly in script mode with single burst is used to print all lines.
Not that the frequency utilized by the jet controller is calculated from the step size and the
fly velocity. Before printing process, isopropyl alcohol and air dried were used to clean the
substrate.

6.4

Result and Discussion

A Wild M400 photomicroscope connected to desktop computer is used to capture the optical micrograph of printed lines. Figures 6.4, 6.5,and 6.6 show optical microscope images
of six lines printed on Kapton substrate using Waveform1 at stage velocity of 20mm/s,
30mm/s, and 40 mm/s, and drop spacing of 50 µm, 60 µm, 70 µm, 80 µm , 90 µm, and 100
µm respectively. All printed lines were cured in the lab oven at 140 C for one hour and have
10 mm length. In Figure 6.4 and 6.5, lines printed at stage velocity 20 mm/s, 30 mm/s and
droplet spacing 50 to 100 µm by increment of 10 µm show more instability. The instability
happened because printed lines at low stage velocity makes the droplet contact angle with
the substrate larger than the advanced angle. It is known that when the droplet contact angle
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with the substrate is larger than advanced angle, printed lines become unstable because the
droplet takes more time to spread on the substrate until reaches its equilibrium [52].

Figure 6.4: Printed lines on Kapton using waveform 1 at stage velocity 20 mm/s and drop
spacing are 50 µm, 60 µm, 70 µm, 80 µm , 90 µm, and 100 µm.
As shown in Figure 6.6 when the stage velocity increased to 40 mm/s and droplet
spacing increases, printed lines become more stable. It can be concluded that contact angle
is a function of substrate velocity and printing lines at stage velocity below than the critical
stage velocity makes the lines unstable [50]. Also, the uniform line width is demonstrated to
be limited by two conditions, maximum and minimum droplet spacing. Maximum droplet
spacing decreases printed lines width and increases line stability, while minimum droplet
spacing increases printed lines width and increase the line instability due to the bulging.
Figures 6.7a, 6.7b, 6.8a, 6.8b, 6.9a, 6.9b, 6.10a and 6.10b show optical microscope images of six lines printed on Kapton substrate using Waveform2 at stage velocity of 20mm/s,
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Figure 6.5: Printed lines on Kapton using waveform 1 at stage velocity 30 mm/s and drop
spacing are 50 µm, 60 µm, 70 µm, 80 µm , 90 µm, and 100 µm.
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Figure 6.6: Printed lines on Kapton using waveform 1 at stage velocity 40 mm/s and drop
spacing are 50 µm, 60 µm, 70 µm, 80 µm , 90 µm, and 100 µm.
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30mm/s, 40 mm/s, 50 mm/s and drop spacing of 50 µm, 60 µm, 70 µm, 80 µm , 90 µm,
and 100 µm, respectively. Figures 6.7a and 6.7b show unstable lines with splashed printed
at stage velocity of 20mm/s and drop spacing of 50 µm, 60 µm, 70 µm, 80 µm ,and 90 µm,
respectively. For the same reason mentioned before, lines printed using Waveform2 and 20
mm/s stage velocity provide unstable. Furthermore, the splashing instability occurred [13]
and increased in these lines specially with small droplet spacing because the size of droplet
generated from Waveform2 is larger, thus the spread time of printed droplet on the substrate
will be longer until the droplet reaches its equilibrium, and the splashing in printed line is
decreased by increasing droplet spacing to 100 µm.

Figure 6.7: Printed lines on Kapton using waveform 2 at stage velocity 20 mm/s and drop
spacing are 50 µm, 60 µm, 70 µm, 80 µm , 90 µm, and 100 µm.
In Figures 6.8a, 6.8b, 6.9a, and 6.9b, printed lines with drop spacing of 50 µm, 60
µm, 70 µm, 80 µm and stage velocity 30 mm/s and 40 mm/s remain unstable and the
splashing happens although the contact angle decreases because when the droplet is large,
the spreading process of ejected droplet on the substrate is effected by oscillation process
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which dissipate droplet energy before it is steady to final shape.

Figure 6.8: Printed lines on Kapton using waveform 2 at stage velocity 30 mm/s and drop
spacing are 50 µm, 60 µm, 70 µm, 80 µm , 90 µm, and 100 µm.
The splashing in printed lines decreased by increasing droplet spacing to 90 µm, and
100 µm as shown in Figures 6.8a, 6.8b, 6.9a, and 6.9b. Increasing stage velocity to 50
mm/s with drop spacing of 50 µm, 60 µm, 70 µm, 80 µm , 90 µm, and 100 µm makes the
printed lines stable and even as shown in 6.10a and 6.10b because the contact angle becomes smaller so the spreading process of printed droplet become more stable until reach
its equilibrium. Increasing the droplet spacing to 80 µm , 90 µm, and 100 µm with 50 mm/s
stage velocity makes the printed lines sharp and uniform as shown in Figure 6.10b because
the stability and uniformity of the printed line bead can be controlled by two limiting factors, the droplet spacing and the printer stage velocity [50].
To validate our claim regarding to the spread behavior of printed droplet on Kapton
substrate at different stage velocities, lines printed using Waveform2 with droplet spacing
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Figure 6.9: Printed lines on Kapton using waveform 2 at stage velocity 40 mm/s and drop
spacing are 50 µm, 60 µm, 70 µm, 80 µm , 90 µm, and 100 µm.

250 µm and stage velocity 20 mm/s, 30 mm/s, 40 mm/s and 50 mm/s as shown in Figure
6.11. It was observed that at stage velocity 20 mm/s, the droplets are connected to each
other and there is no gap between them, and the gap appeared in the line printed at 30 mm/s
stage velocity and increases with increasing the stage velocity to 40 mm/s and at 50 mm/s
where the printed droplets are almost completely individual. The area of printed droplets
were measured as shown in Figure 6.12 and found to be 43202.87 µm2 , 36982.74 µm2 ,
31141.02 µm2 and 30011.91 µm2 at stage velocity 20 mm/s, 30 mm/s, 40 mm/s and 50
mm/s respectively.
A DektakXT profilometer by Bruker was utilized to scan printed lines in Figure 10a
and 6.10b. A typical width direction profile is shown in Figure 6.13 for line in Figure 6.10b
which printed at stage velocity 50 mm/s and 100 µm. The profilometer data was utilized to
compute the average thickness and the width of the line. Both average thickness and width
decrease when the droplets spacing increase with maximum variation 15 nm and 22.1 µm
respectively as shown in Figure 6.14. For example, line at 50 µm droplet spacing showing
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Figure 6.10: Printed lines on Kapton using waveform 2 at stage velocity 40 mm/s and drop
spacing are 50 µm, 60 µm, 70 µm, 80 µm , 90 µm, and 100 µm.

in Figure 6.10a has average width about 583.6 µm and average thickness 405 nm and both
decrease to reach 353 µm and 220 nm at 100 µm droplet spacing. Since the line printed by
using Waveform2 with droplet spacing 100 µm and stage velocity 50 mm/s represents the
best printed line, the line was cured at 140 C and 160 C and the resistance was determined
7.5 and 4.9 Ω respectively. The resistance of printed line goes down by increasing the
curing temperature because with high curing temperature, the binder material between the
conductive particles of the ink will decrease so, the contact between the nanoparticles will
increase and resistance decreased.
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Figure 6.11: Printed lines at drop spacing 250 µm and stage velocity 20 mm/s, 30 mm/s,
40 mm/s and 50 mm/s.

Figure 6.12: The measured area of printed lines at drop spacing 250µm and stage velocity
(a) 20 mm/s, and (b) 50 mm/s.
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Figure 6.13: Profile thickness of single layer Line printed using waveform 2 with drop
spacing 100 µm and 50 mm/s stage velocity shown average thickness 220 nm and average
width 353 µm.

Figure 6.14: The average width and thickness of printed lines using waveform 2 at stage
velocity 50 mm/s and drop spacing 50 µm, 60 µm,70 µm, 80 µm, 90 µm and 100 µm
respectively.
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6.5

Conclusions

In this work, Jetlab R 4xl print station controlled by jetlab program is used to print lines of
high conductive silver nanoparticles ink (UTDAg) on Kapton using two bipolar waveform
voltages that created at different jetting parameters. The waveform voltage has a big effect
on generated droplet from the nozzle and drop velocity. Using long dwell time leads to
increase the size and the velocity of the generated drop from the nozzle comparison with
short dwell time because the main drop will be affected by weaker pressure and satellite
affected by strong pressure, so they merge in one drop. The printed lines show more stability when the stage velocity increased because it leads to decrease the contact angle of
printed droplet with the substrate and make the droplet more stable on the substrate because
it takes small time to spread on the substrate. The average width and thickness of printed
lines decrease by increasing drop spacing and the conductivity of printed lines increased
by increasing the curing temperature because the binder material decreased and the contact
area between the nanoparticles increase. In the future work, the effect of back-pressure and
substrate temperature on printing process can be studied to increase the quality of printing
for electronics. .
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Chapter 7

Effect of Waveform Voltages on Generated Droplet
This chapter was published in the Journal of Manufacturing Letters.Volume 24, April
2020, Pages 14-18, doi:org/10.1016/j.mfglet.2020.03.001

7.1

Aim and Scope

The quality of printed droplets in inkjet printer strongly depends on the shape of waveform
voltages that control the piezoelectric actuators of the inkjet printhead. As inkjet printing
applications developed, several types of jetting inks are required to be precisely jetted from
the jetting device. Several studies considered the waveform voltage and the ink properties
have much effect on the jetting behavior [98]. Therefore, for uniform and even inkjet
printing, different factors should be considered such as selecting the idle waveform, the
drop spacing from center to center, and the stage velocity. Also, high quality printing
requires repressing the satellite and ligament of the generated droplet. Determining optimal
waveform voltage needs trial- and -error and achieving stable and ideal droplet requires
microdrops visualization and adjusting the dwell voltage with slight change of negative
backfill pressure [57]. Furthermore, for getting idle jetting, the pulse shape should be
optimized. The quality of generated droplet depends on the shape of waveform that drive
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the piezoelectric device [62]. The idle drop is the droplet that has size equal to the size of
the nozzle and falls on the substrate without satellite [63].
In this work, Jetlab R 4xl (Microfab Technologies. Inc) with jetting nozzle 60 µm
diameter as shown in figure 5.1 are used to analyze three generated pulses voltages shown
in figures 7.1a, 7.1b and 7.1c of smartink (nanosilver ink) produced by GenesInk company.
The relationship between the velocity of generated droplet and the dwell voltage/dwell time
will be discussed. Python programming is developed to measure the size of droplet and find
weather the droplet has spherical or elliptical shape and the result compared with Aphelion
image software. Also, the relationship between the dwell time and the size of droplet was
investigated. At three analyzed waveform voltages, lines printed at drop spacing 80 µm
and stage velocity 50 mm/s on peek and glass substrates. Generating a proper waveform
occurs by detecting the uncertainties of ejected droplet including the size, the velocity and
the shape of the droplet, and reducing the satellite generation. The objective of this article
is to generate and analyze the proper waveform voltage to control the size and the velocity
of printed droplets to increase the performance of inkjet printing.

Figure 7.1: Three generated waveforms at different jetting parameters.
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7.2

Materials

Smartink S-CS01130 (silver nanoparticles ink) product of Genes’Ink and delivered by
Sigma Aldrich that has viscosity 13 mPa.s (20C). Polyetherketone (PEEK) sheet made by
Goodfellow Cambridge Limited has thickness of 1 mm and is opaque grey color and polished on one side and dull on the other side. Also, microscopes glass slide thickness 1mm
is used as a substrate without coating. All substrates cleaned by using isopropyl alcohol.

7.3

Experimental Procedure

Figure 5.1a shows the direct-write inkjet printer (Jetlab R 4xl, Microfab Technologies. Inc).
The printer uses jetlab program to manage the waveform voltage and motion stages in X,
Y and Z direction. Stage X and Y carrying 210 × 260mm platform and stage Z handles the
dispensing device, the reservoir and the vertical camera for assign depositing spot on the
substrate and manage the height of inkjet printhead that consisting of piezoelectric actuators
with electrical connection and glass tube tapered to 60 µm diameter orifice as shown in
figure 5.1b. The horizontal camera is used to watch the droplet formation and to acquire
images. The strobe light is placed in horizontal line with the horizontal camera and the
tip of jetting device to make strobed illumination to freeze the droplet image to control the
volume and the speed of the droplet. After filling the reservoir with ink and to ensure the tip
of jetting device is clean, positive pressure is needed to make sure the ink is running out of
the nozzle to generate a droplet. Then the pressure is decreased manually to negative value
to overcome the ink running. In drop on demand inkjet printer, the hydrostatic pressure
should be negative to maintain the ink flush at the end face of the tapered area of the nozzle
during the operation. In Jetlab R 4xl printer, two digital pulses are needed to measure droplet
velocity. First pulse is utilized as trigger signal to create the waveform and the second is
used to control the LED light which is synchronized with the jetting signal [99]. The delay
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time in the second pulse makes the droplet frozen in the image to measure its velocity. The
droplet velocity is determined by equation 5.1. Jetlab R 4xl uses three types of waveforms
including bipolar, unipolar, and arbitrary wave. In this study, bipolar wave is used that
consisting of five times and three voltages to design positive and negative wave pulses, the
farthest value in x - axis is the sum of five times and in y – axis is the positive and negative
applied voltages. This type of waveform uses enough voltage differences to avoid using
high voltage that cause satellite in generated droplet [63]. The positive voltage deforms the
shape of piezoelectric actuator to generate acoustic pressure on the inner glass tube to eject
the droplet, while the negative voltage provide an advantages by eliminating the satellite
droplet generated from the waveform and the ink properties. Therefore, the ideal generated
droplet strongly depends on the shape of waveform that drive the piezoelectric device. We
developed a Python program to measure the size of droplet using OpenCV (Open Source
Computer Vision) by detecting the edge of the droplet and bounding the object with a box
and measure the length and the width of droplet. The scale in the image is used as reference
by aligning the tip of the device with a particular tick mark, then moving the Z-axis by 0.5
mm and observed how many tick marks the tip of the device moved by and the distance
between each tick mark is found 41.666 µm. Also, Aphelion image software is used to
measure the size of droplet, the software is a valid benchmark because it uses an image
processing to analyze the droplet automatically and as a reference, the front face of the
jetting devices is used which has a diameter 550 µm [86].

7.4

Result and Discussion

Speed, size and uniformity of generated droplet are controlled by adjusting the jetting parameters of the waveform voltage which applied to the piezoelectric actuator of jetting
device. In this work bipolar waveform is used to study the behavior of generated droplets,
this waveform voltage consisting of two trapezoidal pulses, one is positive to generate and
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eject the droplet toward the substrate and the other is negative to eliminate the satellite.
Eight parameters including, “Rise Time1”, “Dwell Time”, “Fall Time”, Echo Time”, “Rise
Time2”, “Idle Voltage”, “Dwell Voltage” and “Echo Voltage” are properly determined to
generate bipolar waveform voltage. Three waveform voltages are generated at different
jetting parameters as shown in Figure 7.1, with constant jetting frequency 600 Hz, and –
18 mmHg backpressure. The viscosity of the used ink is high, so high pressure is required
to generate and eject the droplet. The times farthest to the right are 113 µs, 119 µs, and
158 µs respectively which represent the sum of five times of jetting parameters as shown
in Waveform 1, Waveform 2, and Waveform 3 in Figures 7.1a, 7.1b and 7.1c respectively.
Increasing dwell voltage, increases the speed of generated droplet because the applied voltage will increase the pressure in the fluid chamber of the jetting device and makes the slope
of trapezoidal pulse shape precipitous and increase droplet speed.
For Waveform one Figure 7.1a at dwell time 32 µs and dwell voltage 31 V, we demonstrated repeatability for the same jetting parameters (three experiments) to generate the
same waveform and we found that the maximum velocities of generated droplets from three
waveforms are 1.375 m/s, 1.354 m/s, and 1.395 m/s and the average velocity is 1.374 m/s
with a standard deviation of 1.2%. We thus conclude that that when using the same jetting
parameters at the same room temperature, the generated droplet will have same properties.
The maximum velocities of two other waveforms shown in Figures 7.1b and 7.1c are at 35
V dwell voltage with 38 µs dwell time and 42 V dwell voltage with 46 µs dwell time are
1.624 m/s, and 1.499 m/s, respectively. This data is shown in Figure 7.2.
The satellite starts in generated droplets when dwell voltage increased to 32 V, 36 V,
and 43 V for Waveform 1, 2, and 3 as shown in Figure 7.3 (4, 5, and 6) because when
the voltage increases the remaining momentum pressure after drop formation will increase
also and generates satellite. The dwell time has much effect on droplet formation because
it has ability to change the phase of generated pressure wave at rise time1 and falling time
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Figure 7.2: Drop velocities vs different voltages at dwell time 32 µs, 38 µs, 46 µs respectively.

Figure 7.3: Shape of the droplets at different dwell voltages (1) 31v, (2) 35 v, (3) 42 v, (4)
32 v, (5) 36 v and (6) 43 v respectively.
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of waveform.
Note that at rising section, the generated pressure wave is negative due to the extension
in piezoelectrical actuator and represents the weaker pressure that takes a particular time
(dwell time) to be positive and at falling section, the generated pressure wave is positive
due to the contraction in piezoelectrical actuator and represents the stronger pressure [56].
Therefore, finding the optimal dwell time is important because when the dwell time is less
than the optimal, the positive generated pressure wave from falling section will arrive first to
the nozzle. Note that the generated droplet consists of two part, main droplet and satellite,
thus the positive pressure wave will be responsible for the main droplet and the negative
pressure will be responsible for the satellite, so the speed of main droplet will be higher
than the satellite speed so, in this case the merge will not happen between the main droplet
and the satellit. When the dwell time is equal to the optimal, both generated pressure wave
will arrive at the same time to the nozzle so, the generated droplet will be uniform and has
maximum speed. Finally, when the dwell time is larger than optimal, the weaker pressure
will arrive first to the nozzle and in this case the satellite will have higher velocity than
the main droplet so, the merge will happen between the main droplet and the satellite.
Therefore, when the dwell time increases the size of generated droplet will increase also.
From 28 µs to 60 µs dwell time at 30 V and 35 V dwell voltage, the optimal dwell time is 38
µs because the generated droplet at this value is uniform and has maximum velocity about
1.7 m/s as shown in Figures 7.4 and 7.5. Figure 7.5 shows the shape of generated droplet
at dwell time 28 µs, 32 µs, 38 µs, 46 µs, 50 µs and 60 µs respectively. The average size of
generated droplets increase by increasing the dwell time from 32 µs to 70 µs at given dwell
voltage 35 v as shown in Figure 7.6 because the satellite and the main droplet will merge
and make the generated droplet larger. The size and the shape of the generated droplet
can be controlled by dwell time to generate a uniform droplet and to eliminate the satellite
effect. Therefore, we measured the size and the shape of the generated droplet at every
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Figure 7.4: Drop velocities vs different dwell time at dwell voltage 30 v and 35 v respectively.

Figure 7.5: Shape of the droplets at different dwell time (1) 28 µs, (2) 32 µs, (3) 38 µs, (4)
46 µs, (5) 50 µs and (6) 60 µs respectively.
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dwell time to make sure the generated droplet is uniform (spherical means the main drop
has no satellite and ligament because they are difficult to be visualized) to print even and
uniform lines. We demonstrated repeatability (three experiments) to measure the average

Figure 7.6: The relationship between the dwell time and the average droplet size at 35 v
dwell voltage.
size of generated droplets at 32 µs, 38 µs, 40 µs, 46 µs, 60 µs and 70 µs dwell time using
Python and Aphelion methods and the result shows that the sizes of generated droplets at
same parameters (same waveform) are convergent and the standard deviation is less than 1
µm as shown in Figure 7.6.
The average measured size of generated droplet using python and aphelion methods
at 38 µs dwell time and given dwell voltage is 60.37 µm and 61.03 µm, respectively which
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is close to the diameter of the nozzle 60 µm as shown in Figure 7.7. Our developed method
has the ability to detect whether the droplet has spherical (without satellite) or elliptical
shape (with satellite) and can measure the length of satellite as shown in Figure 7.8. At

Figure 7.7: The average size of generated droplet using Python and Aphelion at 38 µs
dwell time and 35v dwell voltage. (1, 2 and 3) by using Python and (4, 5, 6) by using
Aphelion.
three waveform voltages, lines printed at 80 µm drop spacing and 50 mm/s stage velocity
on glass and peek substrates as shown in Figure 7.9. Lines printed at waveform 38 µs dwell
time and 35 v dwell voltage show more stability and uniformity than other lines because the
parameters provide a droplet with high speed without satellite and droplet diameter close
to the nozzle diameter compared with generated droplets at 32 µs dwell time, 31 v dwell
voltage ,46 µs dwell time and 42 v dwell voltage as shown in Figure 7.9.

7.5

Summery

In this work, three waveforms at different input jetting parameters are used to analyze
droplet formation of Smartink nanosilver ink. Generated droplets from three waveforms
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Figure 7.8: Size of droplets with satellite at 32 v, 36 v and 43 v dwell voltages and 32 µs,
38 µs and 46 µs dwell time respectively.

Figure 7.9: Three printed lines at 50 mm/s stage velocity and 80 um drop spacing and
three different waveform voltages. Size of droplet at 31 v, 35 v and 42 v dwell voltages
respectively.
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are analyzed in term velocity and size using Python and Aphelion image software. The relationship between the dwell voltage/dwell time and the velocity of droplet is investigated.
Also, the relationship between the dwell time and the size of droplet discussed.
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Chapter 8

8.1

Summary Remarks and Recommendations

In this dissertation, additive manufacturing approaches including fused deposition modeling (FDM) and piezoelectric drop on demand inkjet printing (DOD) have been used to
enhance the performance of printed electronics created on flexible and rigid substrates that
are not well addressed by the previous conventional and experimental approaches. This
concern was demonstrated in Chapter 3, that explained the effect of heterogeneous ABS
substrate on the response of radio frequency RF of microstrip patch antenna. Fused deposition modeling (FDM) was used to fabricate ABS substrate with different infill density 25%,
50% and 75% and copper patch antennas were attached on the manufactured substrates to
measure the resonant frequency using Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). The experimental
results were compared with HFSS result and the model was designed based on the arrangement of air voids and solid volume fraction in x,y and z direction. Finally, the effect of
dielectric constant on resonant frequency is investigated in planer and parallel direction. In
Chapter 4, microstrip patch antenna mounted on Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was used
as wireless sensor to detect the failure in the structure. COMSOL Multiphysics approach
was used to design and analyze a copper patch antenna mounted on (PDMS) substrate by
applying compressive and bending load to check the shifting frequency. The feasibility of
inkjet printing of nanosilver ink (UTDAg) on semicrystalline (PEEK) substrate was studied in Chapter 5. High conductive lines of nanoparticle silver ink were printed at specific
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jetting parameters, different droplet spacing and stage velocity to identify optimum jetting
parameters for high quality printing. In Chapter 6, inkjet printer was used to control and
dispense microdroplets of high conductive nanosilver ink (UTDAg) on Kapton substrate.
The waveform effects on the droplet generation is characterized by measuring the size and
the speed of drop and the behavior of ejected drop on the substrate is studied as well by
printing lines at different drop spacing and stage velocity. Finally, in Chapter 7, inkjet
printer is used to control the behavior of Smartink (nanosilver ink) droplets at different jetting parameters. The velocity of droplets is measured at different dwell voltages and dwell
times and the relationships between the size of the droplets and dwell time and dwell voltage are investigated. Also, a new method is developed by using Python programming to
measure the size of the generated droplets and recognize whether the droplet has a spherical
or an elliptical shape, and the result is compared with Aphelion imaging software. Finally,
lines printed at three waveform voltages on PEEK and glass substrates.

8.2

Research Contribution

In this dissertation, a number of contributions have been made to enhance the performance
of printed electronic mounted on flexible and rigid substrates through the use of 3D printing
and drop on demand (DOD) printing techniques. The details of some key contributions are
listed as follows:
1. Fused deposition modeling (FDM) technique (3D printing) that allows constructing
three dimensional substrate with controllable dielectric constant from one single material
considered as an effective tools for RF engineers that give them extra degree of freedom to
create antenna with better performance. Therefore, the key contribution on this is the ability
to create heterogeneous substrate form one single material to improve antenna performance
and provide a practical approach to reduce cost, time and complexity.
2. A novel numerical approach by using COMSOL Multiphysics software was used
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to understand the effect of compression and bending loads on resonant frequency shifts
of copper patch resonators fabricated on flexible substrates, so that flexible strain sensors
can be appropriately designed to wirelessly detect small scale loads in structures with high
fidelity. This numerical method that considers the small deviation from the original geometry is important because the software will distinct between the material and spatial frame
and allows us to get new deformed geometry that can be used as a new input for another
physics. Using experimental work to check the feasibility of antenna as sensor can be
costly in material and time like process of fabrication, and testing devices such as vector
network analyzer (VNA). Therefore, the key contribution from this part of the study is to
use COMSOL Multiphysics to design and analyze the antenna response under the applied
load.
3. Electronic implants including pacemakers are usually made of metal or ceramic as a
package, but it costs more. PEEK is a great candidate for implant manufacturers because it
can be easily machined and injection-molded. Semicrystalline PEEK material shows good
compatibly with silver nanoparticles ink (UTDAg) and suitable substrate for direct printing
of electronic components. The key contribution on this is to direct-write inkjet printing of
nanosilver ink (UTDAg) on PEEK substrate to print uniform and even conductive lines and
check the compatibility of UTDAg nanosilver ink with PEEK substrate to use it as suitable
platform for electronic components in the future.
4. For high quality printing, either we modify the ink properties such as viscosity
and surface tension or modify the waveform voltage that drive the jetting device to control
inkjet microdrop formation. Therefore, the effect of waveform on inkjet drop formation
should be considered to precisely control the generated droplet from the nozzle in term of
speed, size and uniformity (no satellite and ligament). The key contribution on this work
is to find the optimal waveform voltage that generate an ideal droplet and study the effect
of high stage velocity printing on the spread behavior of the ejected droplet on Kapton
substrate to increase the quality of inkjet printing.
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5. The optimal waveform voltage influences the size and the velocity of ejected
droplets and increase the performance of inkjet printing process. The velocity of droplets
is measured at different dwell voltages and dwell times and the relationships between the
size of the droplets and dwell time and dwell voltage are investigated. Also, a new method
is developed by using Python programming to measure the size of the generated droplets
and recognize whether the droplet has a spherical or an elliptical shape, and the result is
compared with Aphelion imaging software. The key contribution on this work is to find
the effect of driving waveform on size and velocity of generated droplets of nanosilver Ink
(Smartink).

8.3

Recommendations and Future Work

Based on the present work achievements, there are several recommendations can be considered in the future works.
1. The heterogeneous substrate of microstrip patch antenna is created from one single materials by using fused deposition modeling (FDM). Multiple material can be used
with same or different dielectric constant to study the effect of their combination on RF
performance of microstrip patch antenna.
2. Microstrip patch antenna mounted on flexible substrate shows a good promise in
wireless strain sensing field. Further study is needed to investigate the environmental effect
such as temperature, humidity and electromagnetic reflections on the performance of the
strain sensor.
3. Jetting parameters of inkjet printer, drop spacing and stage velocity are considered
important factors that affect the quality of printing. Other factors such as temperature and
pressure can be studied to expand the direction of this research.
4. The effect of driving waveform on the size and velocity of generated drop is studied
and the effect of high stage velocity on the spread behave of ejected drop on the substrate is
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also investigated. The effect of adjusting strobe delay on the size and velocity of generated
drop can be studied.
5. Also, optimization of the jetting parameters is needed to generate best drop at
suitable velocity to increase the quality of printing.
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